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ABSTRACT
The study was carried out to check the role of training need, training content, teacher
performance, instructional strategies and training assessment on training effectiveness. The
research study utilized Quantitative method approach. The Kirkpatrick training model was
selected for evaluation of training. A total of 710 science teachers from all the seven divisions
and 26 districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa were trained. The study was restricted to 248 science
teachers as stated in the table given by Krejcie (Krejcie& Morgan 1970). SSTs are categorized as
SST (General) and SST (Science); SST (science) is further classified in two categories namely
SST (Mathematics- Physics) and SST (Biology-Chemistry). Training was conducted by PITE in
2016, with the assistance of DFID and ASI for both the science categories. These science
teachers were selected randomly out of the defined population for the study using simple random
sampling. The questionnaire was applied to gather data from the participants in the post training
situation. Five point‟s Likert scale questionnaire was used to collect the primary data from
trained teachers. The effectiveness of the training was judged from various angles. Findings of
the study revealed that training is having positive effect on the performance of teachers in terms
of improved knowledge and practical skills about latest instructional and assessment strategies.
88% respondents were found to be satisfied with the training program and agreed that a trained
teacher ensures holistic development of the students. The training program was found to have
developed knowledge and practical skills as well as aesthetics sense in the teachers and trained
them to use low cost materials and AV aids to achieve SLOs. However, the study found
dissatisfaction among the respondents about the follow up of the training, the selection of venues
and selection criteria of the teachers.
Keywords: PITE, science training, Effectiveness, Instructional performance,
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Chapter: 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of the Study
Education is a practice with the help of which information is transmitted in the form of
competence, wisdom and experience. Learning is not achieved as a result of classroom teaching
yet it is in the sense of social standardization that is to organize along with scholarly, concrete,
logical, metaphysical, artistical and moral supervision which can own the liability for the future
pursuit as mentioned by (Iqbal, 1996). Education is a consciously controlled process to produce
certain enviable transformation in the behaviour of an individual.
Development of individuals is being considered as of prime significance in a developed
society. Education is needed not only in personal capacity, but also in national capacity. On one
hand, it lays the foundation of a stronger nation, at the same time it focuses on individual growth.
It makes a person complete in holistic development terms and signifies his/ her supreme position
in society. Education is necessary for human and social development. Education is a pathway to
success. It is well established fact that existing advancement in the field of science and
technology can be truly attributed to present educational development as mentioned by (Bregman
& Muhammad, 1998).
All the educationists have consensus upon the matter that education is the key indicator to
determine the position of a particular country among other nations of the world. A country with
better education system and research environment have high ranking, scope and definitely leads
the world.
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It is a global fact that the destiny of a nation is shaped in her classrooms and these
classrooms are governed by the ideas and knowledge of the teachers. To inculcate knowledge,
skills, interest, attitude and ideas in students, is the prime responsibility of a teacher. Teacher is
not only the preserver of the traditions that link today with tomorrow, but also he has to play a
multidimensional role, therefore Teacher is sometimes considered as an institution in himself.
In 1963, Kneller and George clarified that the procedure of education is to impart
understanding, stance and to generate competence along with concept in new generations. The
educator is the key unit in getting the aims and objectives that is why the educator must be expert
in his subject as well as has the mastery in the teaching methodology which could be enhanced
regularly and which would result in skilful advancement in his or her own profession. This fact is
well defined by Ibrahim (1997.P.127) that the progress of a country rely on its nationals, the
national progress rely on the progress of their education and the progress of their education rely
on the progress of their educators.
The shape of the traditional classroom has changed many folds as numerous electronic
gadgets have come into play in modern education system. Keeping pace with changing needs of
the society, educators are supposed to be equipped with the new practices and tools to prepare
his students for future needs.
The needs of the societies and world have rapidly changed, so no more stereotyped
teaching method is acceptable. The role of the teacher is more challenging than ever. Present day
is the era of rapid changing world as we are witnessing advancement in science, technology,
culture and education. These rapid changes also affected the curriculum and teaching learning
styles and specially science education. The science teachers are now witness more challenges
like handling over crowed classroom, limited time issues, less practical knowhow issues and
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space issues for group work etc. Teacher is regarded as Role model for the students and his
performance can sharply affect his students‟ achievement too.
In educational Policy (1998-2010), it is proclaimed regarding the quality of our teacher
that is being neglected due to which most of the teachers don‟t have competence in their subjects
as well as in their teaching methodology.
If a teacher considers subjects of natural sciences hard and boring then his students would
definitely consider it hardest and most boring; but if the teacher considers it fun and challenge,
his students would definitely enjoy it. Teacher is considered as agent of change, so to bring
change in students we definitely have to change the knowledge and attitude of a teacher. A
teacher training is a must to bring teacher at par with the latest changes taking place due to
technology and research revolutions. Although teachers related to any field of education need the
training but in the field of sciences its importance is multi-times and multi dimensional.
Previously, teaching methodologies implied in sciences was merely based on memorization, has
been shifted to inquiry, project and analytical methods with a number of modern skills like
thinking critically, questioning, inferring and problem solving skills are added to a large extent.
The teacher must have the content knowledge (Academic skills) as well as pedagogical
knowhow (Professional skills) to get improve the rank of education and this improvement can be
achieved through continuous teachers‟ trainings. Internationally teachers have both during
service and pre-service training sessions which vary in duration but all institutions know its
value. Chen, Chang and Yeh (2004) stated that training is regarded as essential tool to make
newly inducted employees familiar with present environment.

Aguinis and kraiger (2009)

affirmed that training is cost-effective for the growth of an employee, group, institution as well
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as society. Training makes employees conscious of regulations and procedures to be capable to
guide their behaviour. (Punia and kant 2013).
In Pakistan we also have public and private institutes for teachers training; which offer
both types of trainings. Trainings are very much important and all the National Education
policies of Pakistan focused on it.
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, we have Directorate of Curriculum and Teacher Education
(DCTE), Regional Institute of Teacher Education (RITE) and Provincial Institute of Teacher
education (PITE) for teachers training and education. PITE offers in-service trainings mainly
while RITE offers pre-service trainings.
Currently a Training Program for Science Teachers has been initiated by the PITE for
Secondary Science teachers in all Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in phase wise manner. The main
objectives of this training were to equip science teachers with knowledge of National Curriculum
2006, share the standards set at national level (NPS) for teachers with them along with the
subjective training of Physical and Natural sciences regarding methodology and contents. For
this purpose Training need assessment (TNA) was conducted and data was collected from the
randomized sample regarding hard areas in the course content for both teachers and students.
Based on assessment data, material in the form of Modules was developed and refined. A
number of relevant videos were downloaded from the internet and subject wise CDs were
compiled. A list of support material from internet was also developed. It was pilot tested for
checking its validity and reliability along with the time needed and resources supplied.
The training was delivered through cascade model style, i.e. a team of master trainers was
selected through criteria of academic and professional experience. The said team was further
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developed in PITE. The team worked out trainings in different venues of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
to deliver this specialized material for teachers to develop their teaching ability and performance.
As improvement in instructions is desired, so this study mainly focused to explore the
usefulness of training program for secondary school science teachers in their academic
performance. The topic under consideration has not been investigated so far by any researcher in
this soil, therefore, this study deserve the attention of the researchers as it might open new
horizons for future.
The researcher felt to conduct a follow up study to probe the effectiveness of Science
Training Program by PITE on the instruction of Science Teaches at Secondary Level in KP.

1.2 Statement of the Problem
This study was to explore the Effectiveness of Science Training Program by PITE on the
instructional Performance of Science Teaches at Secondary Level in KP. Although training was
concluded by PITE but no follow up and feedback mechanism was available in the department;
thus the effectiveness of training and teachers‟ performance remained a gray area. The purpose
of the current study was to explore the effectiveness of Cascade Model of training and teachers‟
instructional performance in those regions which were coupled with the science activities in
classroom, science laboratory and computer laboratory. This study was focused on the
perceptions of the teachers about training parameters, their learning and implementation in the
real classroom environment.

1.3 Research Objectives
1. To know the perceptions of teachers about the Science teachers‟ training program.
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2. To discover the effectiveness of Science teachers‟ training on the instructional
performance of teachers.
3. To explore the barriers faced by Science Teachers in real environment.

1.4 Hypotheses:
H01: There is no positive perception of trained teachers about science teachers‟ training program
offered by PITE.
H11: There is positive perception of trained teachers about science teachers‟ training program
offered by PITE.
H02: There is no eloquent effectiveness of Science teachers‟ training program on the
instructional performance of teachers.
H12: There is eloquent effectiveness of Science teachers‟ training program on the instructional
performance of teachers.
H03: The trained teachers face no hurdles in the teaching learning process in real classroom
situation.
H13: The trained teachers face hurdles in the teaching learning process in real classroom
situation.

1.5 Significance of Study
This study was an endeavor to study the process of teacher trainings, overall usefulness
of the blended training model and enhancement in teachers‟ instructional performance as a
consequence of training program offered by PITE. As there was no follow up and feedback
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mechanism in PITE, so effectiveness remains unexplored. In this present research study the
focus was on subject wise science teachers training for in-service government school teachers in
26 districts of KP; the rationale of this study was about the claim of effectiveness which is the
need of policy makers, researchers and educationists to have an updated evidence review within
the current time frame to have a better eye on expected achievements, real achievements and
grey areas in teachers training programs.
The topic under consideration has not been too much explored so far by any researcher
through this angle in our soil, therefore this study deserve the attention of the researchers as it
might open new horizons for them in future. This study serves to identify the issues faced by the
science teachers at classroom level and would try to resolve the problems, offer better solutions
and to develop pertinent measures of improving the science classroom environment for the
students at secondary school level. It can be particularly essential and advantageous to the
decision makers like planners as well as and policy makers of different levels. The utmost
consideration of the study was that it would bring fruitful results for all the Provincial Teacher
Education Institutes i-e PITE, RITE and DCTE. PITE can use the study for bringing about
improvements in the quality of the trainings, work ethics, resources mobilization and material
selection. The evaluation of different trainings and feedback mechanism can be prepared in the
light of this study so that new trainings become flawless and be more effective.
The study might assist all the stakeholders of the education that is Managers,
Administrators, Material developers, Master-Trainers as well as the policy-makers in mapping an
accurate and productive Program. This exploration is also beneficial for the instructors as well as
for enhancement of the professional output of the heads. The researcher hopes that this study
would help public schools as well as private schools to determine the impact of science
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classrooms, laboratory work and use of computer assisted materials on the educational
accomplishment of learner at secondary school stage. It would also be productive for the Science
Teachers to cope with difficulties faced by the students. The study might serve as a reservoir for
the future researchers.
This study would provide empirical evidence to policy makers, curriculum developers,
Materials selectors to pay consideration to training of teachers and especially science teachers to
enhance their performance. This study would also highlight the areas of andragogical
development of teachers training. This study is also useful as reference material for research
scholars. The study would contribute an excellent baseline for the validation and approval of
suggestions in field of Science Training Programs. This study might also add to the body of
literature on the efficiency of science trainings in overall education sector in general and
secondary education level in particular. Finally, this study would help fill the gap on the paucity
of research on the development and training in education sector in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

1.6 Locale of the study
This study was to explore the effectiveness of Science Trainings by PITE for all the science
teachers working in E &SE department of KP province.

1.7 Delimitation of the study
The study was restricted to find out how effective this training was as far as its impacts in
the schools of the participants‟ science teachers were concerned. This study was mainly focused
on instructional performance of the teachers in the field. The researcher collected data and
recorded the changes that came as effects of this training. Owing to limited time and other
limited sources, the study was delimited to only to those male science teachers who received
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training in 2016 and Data was collected from the sample of only 248 science teachers who
received training in the mentioned year.

1.8 Research Methodology
To investigate the effectiveness of training, it was necessary to explore all its phases from
need analysis to final implementation, from field study to real classroom change after blended
model training. Training material development and training process was also studied for its
effectiveness, as all the factors contribute in the professional development and instructional
performance of teachers.
The research study utilized Quantitative approach. The study was descriptive in nature which
is one of the important types in social science research. Primary data was collected from the
participants and was treated statistically. It incorporated a questionnaire. Pilot study was done,
after that it was used for the target population. The questionnaire was administered to gather data
from the teachers in the post training arena. For data collection Likert scale based questionnaire
was prepared. The collected data was statistically treated.
Finally conclusion and recommendations were suggested on the basis of findings.
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CHAPTER: 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Background of the study
2.1.1 Education
Education is the most important index for the measurement of individuals‟ development.
Education is meant to produces desirable changes in the behavior of an individual as education is
conscious and controlled process. All the human societies are developed through education. Due
to global impact, education is also evolving and innovating. Education covers all the activities of
life in the shape of information, skills and attitude. Peace, progress and prosperity of a
community heavily depend upon the Education System of the society. The challenges of era can
be resolved through this master key. It is regarded as one of the essential catalyst of human
development and the rate of nation‟s progress is gauged through Education.
For holistic development education is the pre-requisite. Education is an ongoing process;
on one hand it improves knowledge and skills of an individual while on the other hand it focuses
on the national development through better education system. It also serves as the vehicle of
culture and values, creates an environment where socialization can take place (UNESCO 1996).
The Constitution of Pakistan (1973) describes the duty of state that it will as eradicate illiteracy
and will make available free education up to secondary stage (Article 37-B). In accordance with
census report (2017), literacy rate of Pakistan is 58% which is very low as per demands of
Sustainable Development Goal demands. In Pakistan perspective it seems elusive due to current
low participation and high dropout rates to fulfill the international commitments of universal
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primary education to be achieved by 2015 under EFA Framework. (Pakistan Bureau of statistics
2017).
The planning commission while analyzing the status of education in Pakistan reported
that there is a major disparity between the government‟s vision and its commitment, cause
identified by the commission states, “By spending only 2.7 % of our GDP on education, we
cannot expect to cultivate a vibrant knowledge country” (Government of Pakistan, Planning
Commission, 2007).
2.1.2 Levels of Education
National Curriculum of Pakistan (2006) states that the education from classes I – XII
form an integral whole. However, for a description of performance, five developmental levels
have been identified; these level include ECE classes, Primary classes, Elementary classes, High
and higher secondary classes.
2.1.3 Secondary Education
“Secondary stage is a significant sub-segment of the overall educational scheme. Here
two main streams of science and Arts groups are introduced. National Education policy (2009)
states the two fundamental roles of secondary education; providing skillful individual to labour
market if one is terminating his education at this point, Second supplying input to the tertiary
education in the country. In the same document average participation ratio of 1:6 secondary to
primary school in given; which shows a large number of students quit school before entering
secondary education. Pakistan is spending only 2.76% on education as stated by Wikipedia
(2017).
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2.1.4 Science education
Science education plays a crucial function in the formal schooling. Science content and
methodology influence our day to day life as science based phenomena are taking place around
us and science methodology governs our way of critical thinking, problem solving and logical
reasoning. Science education is the basic tools of advancement across the world and the
foundations of science education are strengthened in elementary and secondary classes.
Many scientists and educationists think science more as a process of thought and action than just
a particular body of knowledge (Seshadri 1992, Vaidya 1996).
One main reason of the differences among the countries can be attributed to the
developments of their scientific literacy. To be at par with technological & information based
advanced countries, science education plays a key role. Science Education undoubtedly provides
base line for Technological development. Science can even bridge the gap between the countries.
To prepare a student for tomorrow‟s challenges, not only scientific knowledge but also skills are
of prime importance. The relationship of science education with personal, social cultural,
economic and utilitarian growth has been well documented (Driver et al.1996, Millar 1996,
Jankins 1997).
Continuous advancement and research in science and technology has lead to greater
application of science in contemporary education system. A number of skills including
objectivity, critical thinking, courage of inquiry, collaboration, creativity, communication,
courage to explore, problems solving, aesthetic receptivity and decision making skills forms the
basis of science education. Science education also promotes values such as open mindedness,
honesty, tolerance, self reliance, free inquiry, objectivity and truth in individuals. Science not
only produces positive knowledge but also promotes scientific temper as stated by Singh (1990),
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“science deals with the realm of positive knowledge but the temper it should produce goes
beyond that sphere”.
A number of characteristics are related to science education like development of
scientific temper, providing science based vocation, giving rise to the spirit of humility, facing
failure with positive approach. According to Dhawan (1996), science teaches positive approach
to failure by shifting one‟s focus from merely attainment of information and skills to the
development of reflective thinking, scientific attitude, desirable character and interest in science
and science related literature.
Vaidya (1996) while describing the properties of science states that science as a great self
accumulating, self emerging, self pervading, self accelerating and self correcting human
endeavor which initiated in the cooperative inquisitiveness of man. It provides a number of skills
and improves attitude; it opens the treasure of knowledge, open mindedness, curiosity, collecting
data, and its verification, reasoning, suspended judgment, acceptance of warranted conclusions
and willingness so that one can easily change his opinion in the light of new evidence. These
skills and values needs to be refined to cope with the challenges of the 21st century.

2.2 Teacher’s performance
2.2.1 Teacher
Teacher performs a pivotal responsibility in inculcating knowledge, attitude, skills and
interest in his students. Teacher play a multidimensional role as on one hand he is regarded as the
preserver of traditional knowledge and values, on the other hand he has to follow the pace of
knowledge flow, changing needs of the society; therefore a teacher should be equipped with the
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modern techniques and tools so that he may be able to polish the future of his students by
fulfilling their needs. Performance of teacher is of prime importance to every community and
Pakistan is not an exception.
A nation‟s worth is evaluated by the quality of its teacher as stated by John Dewey
(1996). Focusing infrastructure alone is useless without the availability of trained and competent
teachers to use these facilities. Teacher is sometimes labeled as Institution in himself because of
his vigilant character in the society, who can sense the changes and can respond proactively.
Teacher is the cornerstone of the arch of education. Teacher is the person who is largely
responsible for the future of the nation. You cannot dream of good schools without thinking of
good teachers. Both are inseparable and regarded as two sides of a single coin. One cannot think
of excellence in education, unless there are elevated class of teachers. It is the knowledge,
character, ability of a teacher, which counts for success of an education system.
Kneller and George (1993) clarified that the procedure of education is to impart
understanding, stance and to generate competence along with generation of new concepts. The
teacher is the key unit in getting the aims and objectives that is why the teacher must be expert
in his subject as well as he must have the mastery over the teaching methodology which would
ultimately enhance continuous and skilful advancement in his or her profession. It can be better
stated in the words of Ibrahim (1997) that the progress of a country rely on the its nationals , the
national progress rely on the progress of their education system and the progress of their
education rely on the progress of their educators.
It is recognized piece of information that destiny of a nation is shaped in her classrooms
and these classrooms are flourished under the leadership of teachers. Teacher‟s knowledge,
skills, and personality have an ever lasting impact on student‟s development, skill set and
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behavior. A teacher as an architect of nation‟s fate, occupied in the most dedicated mission of
human engineering with whatever tools, gadgets and resources are available to him. In Education
Policy (1998-2010), it is proclaimed that the quality of our educators is being neglected due to
which most of the teachers don‟t have competence in their subject as well as in their teaching
methodology.

2.2.2 Science Teacher
The role of science teacher at secondary level is matchless. He can be truly regarded as
the backbone of the entire education system. It was stated in the Policy (2009) that various
actions would be carried out for improving science teacher quality; these actions includes a
Bachelors degree with B.Ed as prerequisite for teaching at the elementary stage while a Masters
degree with B.Ed for the secondary and higher level to be guaranteed by 2018. The policy also
focused on training arrangements by making homogeneous accreditation and certification
process.
As the role of science teacher is very dynamic so educational experts claim that a
significant aspect of training programs about science teacher preparation should have a focus in
preparing science teachers to become active thinkers and researchers in their respective fields
(McPhee and Humes 1998).

2.2.3 Effective teacher
Teaching and learning are inseparable, learning is the product of teaching and teaching is the
base of learning. An effective teacher is able to create a meeting and interaction between
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intellectual, physiological and physical interests of the students. A competent teacher can make
much out of nothing but an incompetent teacher although provided with best materials, modern
gadgets, best textbooks, sophisticated laboratory equipments may crash all the efforts, policies
and plan to ground.
The relationship among the terms like Teacher competence, Teacher Performance and teacher
effectiveness can be given as; Teacher competence reflects the pack of information, capabilities
and values that a teacher have, Teacher performance is related to his behavior while teaching a
class, whereas teacher‟s effectiveness points to the effects that the teacher‟s performance has on
his students, so effectiveness is collective measure of competence and Performance.

According to Medley (1982) having the content knowledge and skills brackets under the
rubric of teacher competence whereas the use of content knowledge and skills in the classroom
of is termed to as teacher performance and both are linked with the achievement of teacher
ambition. Richardson and Arundell (1989) state that an effective teacher presents a range of
examples, properly plans lessons, has awareness of subject matter and student learning.
Becoming a teacher is not just limited to passing on content knowledge to a group of kids. It has
many challenges which an individual faces when he or she is a professional teacher. Under such
circumstances, certain qualities help the teachers to cope with the challenges of being a teacher.

A group of prominent educationalists are of the view that a teacher having strong grip on
subject matter he teaches along with verbal, linguistic and communication abilities exerts a more
significant impact on his students and ultimately on their success (Greenwald & Hedges 1996,
Freguson & Ladd 1996 and Whitehurst 2004). Research studies about teaching experience of a
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teacher shows a significant relationship between teacher longer experience and students high
achievements (Greenwald, Hedges & Lane 1996 and Rowan 2002); but Whitehurst (2004)
claimed that the large amount of evidences demonstrate that there is no differential gain in scores
across classes taught by educators with masters degree or other advanced qualifications in
education compared to classes taught by educators who lack such degree.

A great teacher is critical to students‟ achievement. So, how does a teacher become great?
Just like the training required for any specialized profession, teachers must be trained. They must
be trained before they enter the classroom, and they must receive ongoing training even as they
work in the classroom; teachers must have continuous training during their career. Consistent
with research studies, the most excellent professional development is collaborative, continuing,
linked to and resulting from working with their students and perceiving their traditions (DarlingHammond et al 2017, Borko 2004).

Vermunt (2014) is of the view that superior class teacher‟s learning influences student
learning results. A number of research studies witness the fact that teachers do create a
substantial distinction in students‟ achievement (Vescio et al 2008, Ronfeldt et al 2015).
Research studies shows that when teachers are effective in teaching and management, their
students achieve at superior levels. (Frieberg et al 1998, Omoteso 2011, Stronge et al 2011); and
students show more interest in the class subject matters (Kunter et al 2007).
It is regarded as crucial for teachers to keep content information up to date, so that they
can convey better instruction (Emmer & Sabornie 2015, Pianta 1999). Pintrich & Schunk (2002)
state that only qualified teachers can set goals for teaching-learning process and can organize
plan to reach those goals. Although standards are kept high but even at advanced levels like
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university teaching institutes and departments are often the slightest technically developed
departments and a huge gap often exist between what learners need to be acquainted with about
technology and what education institutes are offering in terms of teaching (Milken 1999).
2.2.4 Criteria for teacher’s effectiveness
Teacher‟s effectiveness and performance can be judged by using criteria of process,
product and presage as stated by Klausmeier and Ripple (1970). As said by them process stands
for interaction of teacher-students in the classroom. Product focuses on the outcomes of learning
while presage refers to academic background and personal characteristics of teacher. It also
includes the Education, Training and teacher‟s intellectual ability. Note that for measuring
teacher effectiveness and performance process and product are the direct determinants while
presage is the indirect determinant.
2.2.5 Teaching
Teaching is the art of sharing knowledge, values, skills and competence connecting
teachers and learners as in the words of Robertson (1987). Teaching is a generic term which
denotes actions undertaken with the intention of bring about learning in others. Improvement and
excellence in education is principally dependent on the worth of instruction that a teacher
provides in classroom. Teaching would be more effective if it is focused on fresh knowledge,
latest skills, desirable attitude, character building, value judgment and sufficient personal
modifications of the students. As a Professional teacher does not just transmit knowledge to his
students, but he has the duty of transforming and cultivating knowledge & skills into his
students.
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2.2.6 Effective Teaching
According to the Bhushan and Ahuja (2002), Teaching can also regarded as system,
comprising of three basic variables; input, process and output. Input variables refer to material
facilities needed for the instructional environment. It covers the teacher‟s subject matter
knowledge, AV-aids available, his communication skill command; it also includes leaner‟s own
potentials and skills. Process variables refer to all the activities of teaching-learning process. It
covers media usage and content instructions, methodology and technique used by the teacher.
Output variable refers to description of terminal behavior of the leaner. It covers leaner‟s
educational outcomes in terms of knowledge, attitude and values. While designing training
program, these variables are also kept in focus to pass on the impact to grassroots level.

2.2.7 Teaching of Science
Seshadri (1992) describes teaching of science develops understanding of natural
phenomena, facts, concepts, principles, theories and laws that illustrate and elucidate the material
and natural world and thus emphasize ideas and relationships, encourage initiative, creativity and
desire to seek more knowledge; develop critical thinking, curiosity, problem solving skills, study
habits and love for true representation of facts. Science teaching provides training in the practice
of science and leads to a better perception of scientific concepts as stated by Singh (1971).

2.3 Change in Environment
There is rapid changing in the world due to the speedy advancement in science,
technology, cultural values. Due to rapid growth of modern electronic gadgets, the traditional
educational setup has been changed many folds. The scenario is changing as new theories,
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methodologies, techniques and activities are becoming the part of education. There are a number
of challenges for a professional teacher in this day-to-day changing environment. The need of the
students, society and world are changing due to Global Impact. These rapid changes demand for
sharp changes in curriculum, teaching methodology, strategies, skills and techniques. All these
needs are depended on Teacher and the role of teacher is more challenging than ever. As our
world is transforming rapidly due to globalization, new technologies and breakthroughs in
diverse fields of studies, continuing education, training and professional development is
becoming a topmost priority.

2.3.1 Change in Philosophical approaches about Science
The assumptions about the subject of science and its teaching emerge to be changing
from conventional logical positivism to new methodologies, innovative discourses in inquiry,
reflective practice and constructivism (Lederman 1992, Abuz-Bravo & Izquirdo, 2002). To be
the part of global village, regionalist approach is not more effective. A number of Science
learning approaches and assumptions exist globally and are discussed in the following lines.

2.3.1.1 Positivistic approach is supported by the perception of the presence of peripheral truths
and the isolated nature of knowledge. Teaching and learning process is mainly emphasized on
verification of known facts and principles, as evident in guided discovery method which is closeended. The role of facilitator is to present the facts, figures and measures for probing scientific
thoughts. Here accomplishment is gauged by the degree to which acquired results reflect the
prevailing assumption.
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2.3.1.2 Post positivistic approach is supported by a new belief that information does not exists
exterior of the consciousness of people. Robson (2004) says that there are only diverse sets of
senses and classifications which people connect to the world”.

Due to these diverse points of view about science teaching and training, a substantial
paradigmatic shift is visible from a positivistic approach to post positivistic approach in which
learner own native idea about a scientific concept is given due importance and all the new
learning and idea‟s creation is based on the learner‟s own hypothesis while investigating
scientific problem. This shift is followed by both the developed and underdeveloped countries
and now the dominants discourses in science teaching and training are constructivism, reflective
practices and inquiry based on post-positivistic notion. Now in these discourses process rather
than product is focused in training of sciences.

2.3.1.2.1 Constructivist discourse: In accordance with this approach, for learning there is no
sole reality and that learners construct their own perception of the world and narrate it in a
number of style which are based on their explicit environment and circumstances; so we can say
that learners are active assemblers of their own structure of reality rather than adopting external
reality. The role of facilitator is to train learners in efficient ways of constructing their own
knowledge.

2.3.1.2.2 Inquiry discourse: Guided discovery reflects positivist approach which is termed as
close ended approach with stress on objectivity in the methods of exploration, so its function is
restricted to authenticating on hand knowledge and having an already recognized conclusion
(Detrick 2004); while Inquiry approach goes beyond the limits of guided discovery approach,
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following a constructivist approach to the teaching and open ended in nature, inquiry approach
is based on hypothesis, predictions ad self generated questions that are well-matched with mutual
experience of the physical world. Inquiry as defined by Dewey (1996) has precise definition
which reflects the need of science teaching, learning and training to be activity based. Following
the steps of inquiry, learner should be able to gather enough knowledge, facts and information to
generate theory of his own which is more meaningful to all.

2.3.1.2.3 Reflective Practitioner: This discourse was originated by Schon (1983) but it was
developed for teacher education and training practice through the efforts of Calderhead (1991)
and Pollard (2002); in relation to this discourse teaching is not only the deployment of
knowledge, competence and skills to a learning circumstances, but also inspiring an expert and
learned judgment about the learning situation supported on a legitimate reflection on the needs of
learners and the supporting theoretical frameworks around these aspects of practice. This
discourse is observed as an efficient driver of standards as it focuses on improving practice at
each subsequent Teacher-learning encounter. Here the teacher‟s role is regarded as the individual
who elevate standards of teaching-learning process through a cautious reflection upon his
experience to enhance its quality.
Although these discourses are very much effective but science teachers at large are not
trained effective enough to get most out of it. If a balanced approach is used in the training
programs, performance of teachers may definitely improve and hence the effectiveness of the
training program might ascend.
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2.3.2 Changes in Instructional strategies of science
There are a number of methods, strategies and approaches to the teaching of science
suggested by the educationists. A number of factors like area of knowledge, the nature of the
discipline, the nature of the learner, the nature of the teacher education and experience, the
availability of AV aids and the nature of culture and society are the prime determiners for the
selection of any particular methodology. While selecting a methodology, neglecting of anyone
factor stated above may result in imbalance situation in teaching-learning process. Each method
is better in particular setting, situation and at particular time. Hadson (1986) has identified some
important features concerning scientific methodology in designing science curriculum; however,
he states that no single method is applicable at all the times and methods selected on any
occasion depend on the particular circumstances.
Based on philosophies, researcher and educationists discovered a number of
methodologies for better teaching- learning process; following lines give a brief discussion. To
have a thoughtful view of the methodologies and strategies, a few of them are mentioned below.
2.3.2.1 Traditional/ Direct Instruction methodologies
In traditional methods like lecture, lecture-demonstration and deductive method, here the teacher
has a central and pivotal role in instructional process and classroom activities. Teacher selects
the material in line with his own plan; students are regarded as passive learners.
There are a number of benefits of direct instruction method. Several teachers have a
preference to use traditional instruction method as it is easy, prearranged, and convenient and can
be evaluated with legitimacy.
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Teachers choose to use traditional instructions because this is the structured way of
teaching (Qablan, et al, 2009). Mason (1963) affirms that Many educationists support traditional
instruction methodology consequently students are able to have a deliberate understanding in
science rather than incidental experiences as is the case with inquiry. Here, teachers also have
more command to the flow of the topic. Teachers can select and set the activities and choose
when they should progress to teach the next topic. Students obtain more assistance as teachers
make certain that students have internalized the step before moving onto the higher one (Skinner,
1987). Robertson (2007) raised a significant point that not all topics of science can be taught via
inquiry approach.
While considering its disadvantages, one can see that in traditional instruction; the
teacher creates the question and then answer it devoid of providing the students a chance to find
out or discover; the students are not provided with a chance to employ the essential procedures.
Numerous educators are under the wrong impression that slow learners gain optimum knowledge
when traditional instruction methodology is used; conversely, researchers have established that
the most excellent manner for having reasonable outcomes is through discovery methodology
(Ray, 1961). Chiapetta & Collette (1973) are of the view that this method clearly does not foster
the development of a scientific attitude.
2.3.2.2 Modern Teaching methodologies
According to new researches in the field of educations and with the advent of modern
electronic gadgets, a number of methodologies are now even prevailing in elementary and
secondary schools; here students are regarded as the center of educational activities. These
teaching styles include Inductive method, Process method, Problem solving method, Discovery
method, Inquiry method, Micro teaching, Programmed learning, Modular method, Active
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learning, Activity based learning and blended learning. Blended learning merges the traditional
classroom teaching with modern technologies and internet facilities.
Smart and Csapo, (2007) articulate that students learn intensely when they obtain an
active part and apply what they have learned. Educationist advocated that teachers should allow
students to employ their natural curiosity and activity when educating about an innovative idea
and novel concept (Vandervoort, 1983; Dewey, 2008). Poon, Tan and Tan (2009) suggest that
the curriculum, instruments and methodology must be arranged to incorporate additional handson activities to encourage practice.
The educators, who are trained by means of inquiry methodology in their pre-service
trainings, are more liable to build up hands-on activities for their classroom and are expected to
link science practices to daily life (Hohloch, Grove & Bretz, 2007). Researchers are of the view
that a teacher can build the learning situation to inspire the students; he can carry the actual life
practices to the classroom to offer a affluent learning atmosphere. Wrenn & Wrenn (2009) states
that higher order thinking is the cry of the day, using this methodology the learners are involved
in deep thinking when they observe their teacher as the model. Piaget considers that as the child
develops and his/ her brain passes through mental development stages and he/she starts to build
mental organizations through his/ her contact with the surroundings which would weigh deeply
upon the technique of discovery as stated by Renner and Lawson (1975).
Although there is a strong advocacy for the modern methodology, some educationists
also see problems and disadvantages in it too. Robertson (2007) claims that cautious arrangement
and preparation is also essential for sufficient content knowledge to be communicated to
learners, which seems to be complex for some science theme to be delivered through inquiry.
There is an indication that many science teachers are unaware of situation and are not ready for
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the demands of the society for this type of approach (Oliveria, 2009). Bencze, (2009) found out
that the Teachers experience a lot of problems in guiding and sustaining the motivation and
concentration level of learners as they connect themselves in inquiry practices and try to obtain
suitable results.
2.3.2.3 Blended methodology
Education being a social science, provides different result under changed conditions and
environment, so there exists a large controversy among educationist; to resolve this controversy
specially in science teaching and training another group of educationists are of the view to use
both the approaches collectively as sharp transition from direct approach to modern methodology
is not possible over night. For this purpose blended learning can be more suitable. Dorward, and
Marshal (2000) claims that the learners‟ accomplishment can be significantly improved by using
inquiry practices as a supplement to a traditional curriculum. Robertson, (2007) suggests that
teachers can employ a number of approaches of science teaching, inquiry methodology can
present learners with „hands on experience‟ and to provide learners sufficient content knowledge,
the teacher can reinstate direct approach in selected areas.
The simplest form of blended learning was considered as a mixture of physical classroom
activities and learning activities supported by online technologies (Garrison and Kanuka, 2004)
and was further developed into the integration of learning activities, students, and instructors.
Teacher should provide opportunities for learners to practice group work, discussion,
collaboration, communication, problem solving, critical thinking and creativity; these skills can
be achieved by applying blended learning which can be used to enhance the instructional
performance of teacher as well as the academic achievement of the child. Blended learning
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merges the traditional classroom teaching with modern technologies and internet facilities.
Present science teachers‟ training is also focusing on blended learning.
2.3.2.4 Blended Learning Model (BLM) implementation at National level
Example-1: Behlol, M.G. & Khan, N. (2016) tried to investigate Blended Learning model
(BLM) effectiveness in teaching writing skills at secondary stage. The aim of the study was to
develop and validate BLM in teaching writing skills to students studying English at secondary
level. For this purpose they followed experimental method using pre and post tests.
It was concluded that the students taught with BLM performed significantly better than the
students taught with text-book material on post-test.
It was deduced that the better performance of the students was the result of self-paced,
individualized, active learning and pair activities with the supplement of computer based
technology that enhanced engagement and motivation of the students in the learning process. The
researchers recommended that teachers are required to be trained in BLM for their classroom
teaching.
Example-2: The topic of the Challenges and Successes of Blended Learning model in
Directorate of Distance Education, IIIUI was worked out by Jumani, N. B., Malik, S. & Akram,
H. (2018). They applied mixed method approach for the study.
Although they reached to the conclusion that BLM has enhanced teachers‟ pedagogical practice
and the students‟ understanding of the content also improved by using e-assessments and
feedback through LMS; but the found a number of challenges of BLM that included
technological competency gap, increased workload of teachers, technical problems, hindering
internet access and weak connectivity and signal drop during live sessions. Therefore, the
researchers recommended some workable suggestions including organizing an advance level of
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LMS training session for the teaching faculty and students, improving the audio/video quality of
online and offline sessions.

2.3.2.5 Blended Learning Model (BLM) implementation at International level
Example-1: To gauge the Effectiveness of Blended Learning Environments at Atilim University,
Ankara, Turkey, Eryilmaz, M. (2015) carried out experimental study. The object of this study
was to measure the effectiveness of a blended learning environment which was done on the basis
of features of face to face and online environments applied to 110 students who took
“Introduction to Computers Course”. Students were passed through the BLM steps i.e. face to
face and online lessons. It also included online text, pictures as study material, forums, exams,
and lesson summaries supported by videos.
After the completion of the course, the researcher applied a scale to find out the view of the
students on the effectiveness of blended learning environment. After analysis, the researcher
concluded that a significant difference between students‟ view about the BLM was recorded. The
students were of the view that they learned course material more effectively in a BLM.
Example-2: While working on the impact of blended and traditional instruction in students‟
performance, the researchers Vernadakis, N., et al (2011) found out that the blended instruction
appears as an alternative teaching practice. They recommended that BLM should be embraced by
all the teachers‟ community in order to support their students to improve their performance.
Example-3: To study the definition, advantages and problems of blended learning, Zhonggen, Y.
et al (2015),wrote an article “Blended Learning over Two Decades” after extracting material
from over thirty journal articles indexed in Social Sciences Citation Index and other important
databases, coupled with other related publications.
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The researcher came to the point that more divergence exists in either sole online or classroom
learning compared with blended learning which combines both approaches, although there may
still be a certain number of disputes over blended learning. In their recommendations, they
reflected that educational and non-educational institutions may be wise to divert their pedagogy
towards a blended mode despite economic costs and other possible losses.
Example-4: A number of researchers claimed that BLM was likely to become an important
component of the US educational system, at least at the secondary level (Picciano et al., 2012;
Shea and Bidjerano, 2010); some also added that issues on teachers‟ competencies in blended
learning, however, remained unsolved (Picciano et al., 2012).
Example-5: Medina, L. C., (2018) also worked on the topic of Blended learning model. He
calculated the deficits and prospects of BLM in higher education found that it is perceived as a
digital literacy strategy that supports students and staff growth in a particular field and that
facilitates students to obtain advantage of resources, not only at a technological level but also at a
pedagogical level, namely in reference to community-building and collaborative learning
opportunities as stated by Huber (2012).

Advantages from Teachers’ point of view
BLM is advantageous for teachers as well as for students as it is provided with different sets of
components to pick and choose (Sethy, 2008) and enhance their academic experience.
As cleared from the definition, BLM offers instructional flexibility as teaching can be done via
F2F, online instructor-led activities, web-based self-access activities by using an up-to-date,
practical and time-effective complement to lessons; teachers can also shrink classroom lecture
time by addressing class-related matters via audio-visual means. Thus, the amalgamation of
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media sources in a blended lesson assists the utilization of multiple means to fabricate and
deliver content and optimize time and cost benefits.
According to teachers‟ point of view, by making use of BLM, students are able to self-discover
pathways to self-directed learning as they are witnessing to multiple options to access and make
content in both forms, synchronously and asynchronously, with or without the assistance of a
teacher. It is, therefore, recommended for teachers to use BLM to scaffold their students to better
accommodate their learning styles, times, skills, and ensure task completion of the degree
requirements in the due course of time.
All the components of BLM should be properly interlinked and should be interrelated
corresponding transitions between them should be smooth as suggested by Hocutt (2001). He
further added that there should be uniformity among the components in terms of style, message,
language and sufficient linkage among the components.

Advantages from Students’ point of view
Research statistics also support the development of learned-centered BLM that promotes
students‟ engagement and accommodate various educational modes by opening new horizons for
students to manage their own learning rather than leaving decisions to teachers only as claimed
by Hofmann (2006). Researches also showed that BLM adds to improved learning outcomes for
students (Dziuban, Shea, & Arbaugh, 2005; Twigg, 2003). Students learn more in BLM courses
than they do in comparable traditional class sections as reported in qualitative research studies
carried out at the University of Wisconsin by Aycock, Garnham, & Kaleta, (2002). They also
found out that students wrote better papers, created higher quality projects, performed superior in
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their assessments and were capable of more meaningful group discussions on study material as
reported by their teachers.
According to another research by Dahlstrom, Walker, and Dziuban (2013) reported that students
are enthusiastic to use their mobile devices for academic activities as they admit their need for
persistent guidance in academic applications that go beyond what occurs in the classroom.
Even more, special consideration is given to take measures that can optimize in-class time
through flipped BLM, with the intend of freeing class time from lecturing by expanding
knowledge opportunities, broadening learning, and facilitating greater mentoring, peer
collaboration, and cross disciplinary connections as mentioned by Roehl, Reddy, & Shannon,
(2013).
Hindrance in adopting BLM
Advantages of blended learning were asserted by many research studies, however, problems of
blended learning were also demonstrated; for example, Vaughan (2007) reported that some
institutions were not ready to accept blended learning, while according to the findings of Seife
(2000) it was even seemed as a dangerous conception in that it threatened the integrity of the
traditional pedagogy. BLM was not proved useful in teachers‟ professional development
(Bausmith and Barry, 2011).
To conclude the discussion, research studies given above on trainings through BLM reached
various kinds of conclusions applied at different places and different levels, among which both
advantages and issues were revealed. The review of literature on BLM, therefore, appeared
essential to summarize previous studies done nationally and internationally and to reveal a clear
picture for the present research study about the effectiveness of training though blended learning.
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2.4. Need Analysis of the Training Program:
2.4.1 National Education Policy (2009) about Trainings
The following commitments were stated in National Education Policy (NEP 2009) about
teachers‟ training and professional development.
a) Due to the importance of professional growth, policy suggested that all the teachers shall
have opportunities of trainings once in three years period in a cyclic program. Teachers‟
promotion and progress shall be linked to training programs.
b) In-service professional trainings and development shall be crafted around the experiences
of the situations of real life.
c) Training programs shall cover a number of topics and areas like content knowledge,
pedagogical knowledge, knowledge about human psychology, assessment process and
practice, monitoring, multi-grade teaching, inclusive education and emerging trends are
to e catered.
d) Need assessment shall be based on the research studies and proper planning to reduce the
wastage of resources.

2.4.2 Models of Teachers’ training and Professional Development
i.

Mentor model: This model facilitates new teacher with the help of existing teaching staff.
Here veteran teacher educates in the class while the novel teachers learn from him the
style he is teaching. Here, the more knowledgeable teacher acts as a mentor and the new
inducted teacher replicate him.
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ii.

School Based Model: It is based on the Hopkins (2008) views that the Principal or Head
teacher of the institute is in-charge for making sure professional proficiency of his team
associates through presentations, observation, literature, journals and articles on
professional developments.

iii.

Reflective Model: Teacher judges his own teaching method using this approach. He
echos on his way of teaching and assess his teaching concerning what was excellent and
what was not up to the mark. In this way, teachers happen to be reflective practitioners
and they accomplish a level where skills are internalized, integrated and translated to
definite contexts.

iv.

Cascade or Generational Model: in this model, stepwise and gradual manner is adopted.
The first cluster of educators is skilled in a particular area of knowledge to transfer this
knowledge on to next and following next level of trainees and carry on up to next levels
till it reaches the grass root level of the institution.

v.

Cluster Based Model: Here, group of schools instead of group of teachers is focus point.
A centralized school is selected within a group of schools in a particular location which
serves as a resource centre for a group of educators. NGOs normally adopt this model for
training purpose.

2.4.3 Types of trainings
According to Antonio et al (2003), training has numerous benefits to an organization in terms of
economic, social and personal levels. Jeeyon (2005) states that the prime objective of the training
is to develop the staff member‟s awareness and expertise as well as to better job performance and
outcomes in the respective field. Positive transition of training can be stated as the scale to which
the learners efficiently apply the information, skills and approach attained in training program as
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declared by Baldwin and Kevin (1988). Trainings can be classified as on-the-job and off-the-job
trainings; short term focused trainings and long term focused trainings; capacity building
trainings and need based trainings; pre-service and during service trainings.
a) On- the -job training takes place in normal working conditions where learning process is
aligned with the routine tasks. Problems and issues identified by trainees are addressed on
the spot (Deborah 1993). Off-the-job is a training mode in which the employee leaves his
original work station and join a group of co-workers to concentrate on a pre planned
training program of learning.
b) Trainings can be classified on the basis of time. These trainings focus on short term
benefits or long term achievements.
c) Need based training are focused on the address of the issues at hand, while the capacity
building trainings focuses the future trends. Storey and Sisson (1993) analyzes that
training reflects an institution‟s approach which is focused on value addition instead of
lowering cost. It also correct the short comings of the trainee‟s performance instantly; on
the contrary, Gomez et al (2011) is of the view that growth is a effort that is intended to
grant the learners with the abilities the organization will need in future. Richard et al
(2002) summarizes training needs as training is required to an employee to be capable to
manage the allocated task qualitatively; additionally it is needed that employee must be
well versed, skilled and trained to be able to straightforwardly counter to the varying
circumstances in the near future in the society.
d) As there is gap between knowledge provided in pre-service institutes‟ syllabus and the
current school demands. In order to fill this gap in-service training is required. Preservice trainings are offered to prospective teacher before entering the teaching
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profession, while in-service trainings are offered during professional career. As said by
Harris and Sass (2001) training tends to polish the potential of a good teacher. In-service
training enhances that capacity of teacher to advance his presentation in the classroom
(Oluremi 2013). Both types of trainings play a key role in teacher‟s performance and
teacher‟s effectiveness. Pre-service training programs (PSTP) up fills basic knowledge of
pedagogy, skills and techniques of teaching while in-service training programs (ISTP)
reorient to new goals, values, trends, and techniques of teaching-learning process and
prepare them to cope the challenges of curriculum changes and novel knowledge areas
(Al-Zoubi et al 2010). In-service training helps teachers to be competent enough in
building their capacity and improve their level of productivity (Issahaku, Ahmed &
Bewa-Erinibe 2014).
Although a teacher receives pre-service training before entering into Elementary and Secondary
Education department but in service training has high scope in professional growth. The
standards developed for teachers on national level also have CPD as key component (NPSTP
2016).
2.4.4 Training Institutes
In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, professional education sector work at various levels covering a
diverse scope. Pre-service professional courses include ADE (2 years) and BEd (4 years for
an individual with just intermediate qualification, 2.5 years for an individual already having a
bachelor degree and 1.5 years for an individual already having a master degree), MEd,
MPhil and PhD in education as stated by NEP (2009). These courses are offered by
Government sector and private sector institute and universities.
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In Government sector, DCTE and 23 RITES have responsibility for providing pre-service
trainings, while in-service trainings in diverse areas are the duty of PITE, areas including
subject based training, CPD trainings, emerging trends based pedagogical trainings and
management trainings. The training program under study is also offered by PITE for inservice teachers in the subject of science.
2.4.5 PITE response to change
Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is introducing a number of reforms for improving
the excellence in education. Promoting the brilliance of its teachers through provision of high
quality professional growth for teachers in the region is crucial to achieving these objectives. As
part of the efforts to achieve this overall goal, PITE aims to develop the standards of science
teaching at secondary school level through well-structured training program. As a first step
towards training of a total of an approximate 3700 science teachers (Physics/Math 1850,
Chemistry/Biology 1850 approximately), PITE-Peshawar planned training for 900 science
teachers (Physics 300, Chemistry 300 and Biology 300) (PITE 2016). With the technical and
financial assistance of NGOs like DFID and ASI, arranged and conducted a training program
Batch-1/2016 in which 710 out of targeted 900 science teachers were trained from Rural and
Urban locations of 26 Districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

2.4.6 Training Program
A program is defined by the educationists as, a set of well calculated and deliberate
actions aimed at bringing about particular modification in a group of individuals (Smith 1989,
Owen 1999). The notion of program is categorized under various headings as course, unit,
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training and education program. Education program consists of several elements; these elements
include topics list, content, tasks, material, arrangement, objective behaviour, planning etc as
stated by Demirel (2007). Human resource development through training program is regarded as
an investment by the organization to develop human capital. An efficient training improves the
information, dexterity, behavior and attitude of individual and also promotes their progress
(Alipour et al 2009, Chen 2013, Divyaranjani & Rajasekar 2014).
Training is regarded as most important factor in present organizations as it improves the
efficiency as well as efficacy of both the organization and the employees (Raja, Khan & Furqan
2011). Experts define training as systematic development of employee‟s knowledge, skills and
approach to execute a task effectively (Shaheen, Naqvi & Khan 2013).
Training is the master key to open the doors of prospective growth chances and to attain
competitive edge. Human Resource is regarded as backbone of every organization and training
work as motivational part to enhance the potential and proficiency of the learner on their jobs,
hence producing individual competency as well as organizational competency.
In researchers‟ view, the trainings increase intellectual aptitude of the learners, reduce the
level of anxiety and promotes self-efficacy (Colquitt et al, 2000). Kazmi et al (2011) regard
training as catalyst which broaden vision, redefines role and significant change in a teacher‟s
personal knowledge base and skill set. The training program which enables teachers to master
content areas is suited for teacher‟s effectiveness as explained by Ngala and Odebero (2010).
Educational organizations have to produce the requisite manpower to support both the
productive and service industry (Sarbeng 2013). Amin et al (2013) are of the view that training is
basically scholarship that is offered in order to advance in present job condition.
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2.4.7 Need of Training
Training enables and refines the employees as well as heads in an institution to increase
their knowledge and proficiency consistent with changing environment (Bumpass 1990).
Training provides a fundamental part in the survival and triumph of a number of organizations as
pointed out by Bassi and Van Buren (1999). Clarifying the linkage of productivity and
effectiveness with trainings, Saks and Haccoun (2007) stated that through knowledge and skill,
the potentialities and talent of the employees can be developed which in turn increases the ability
and hence overall productivity.
Due to wave of modernization in organizations, it has become compulsory to train
workers with updated information and dexterity; and the target can be accomplished by trainings
(Byrne 1999, Jehanzeb & Bashir 2013).There arises a dire need of training for updating,
improving and enhancing knowledge and skills for better performance as external environment
frequently challenges the day to day happenings (Niazi 2011).
Chen, Chang and Yeh (2004) stated that training is regarded as essential tool to make
newly inducted employees familiar with present environment.

Aguinis and kraiger (2009)

affirmed that training is cost-effective for the growth of an employee, group, institution as well
as society. Ying and Noel (2004) are of the view that training facilitates in controlling the
scarcity of trained workers, as training converts unqualified workers into qualified workers in the
minimum time period. Trainings make easy pushing out the boundaries of the teaching learning
person. Beach (1980) says that through training programs individuals acquire baseline
information and make themselves expert for a definite function. Flippo (1971) stated that
trainings improve the proficiency of the employees, enabling them to do a specific task
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flawlessly. Training makes employees conscious of regulations and procedures to be capable to
guide their behaviour. (Punia and kant 2013).
A group of researchers agree that Trainings assist updating of skillfulness and directs to
amplify motivation, commitment and wellbeing, thus amplifying the organization's
competitiveness directly (Acton & Golden, 2002; Ahmad & Karia, 2000).
According to Cole (2000) current research works disclose that training facilitates the
majority institutions to achieve their objectives. In doing so workers are competent enough to
grasp modern job themes, revive their skills, develop their work mind-set and enhance
production.
Sanders (2011) states that training was considered to be expenditure, but now it serves a
role of investment activity and to have better results, organizations should invest in it.
To have a better team work, Armstrong (2000) argues that qualified workers frequently
perform well as group member as each member of the team is conscious of the prospects and can
accomplish them collectively. Moreover, workers who obtain periodic sessions can admit
transformation easily and can produce novel concepts. A teacher training is a must to bring
teacher at par with the latest changes taking place due to technology and research revolutions.
Although teachers related to any field of education need the training but in the field of sciences
its importance is multi-times.
2.4.8 Science Teachers Training
The scope of Science Teacher‟s training is different from the general main stream
training programs. The methodology and content demands isolation of it from other main stream
trainings. Within the domain of science, there exists a diversity of perspectives on the nature of
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science that how people conceptualize a concept by themselves and how they transit it to others
(Ratdiffe 1998). Dorward and Marshall (2000) claims that although there are large numbers of
areas where training is needed but efficient ways of teaching is the most significant area;
teachers normally provide instruction in the same way that they have been trained previously.

Science streams at secondary level of education constitutes the bases for a proficient
execution of technology driven society, therefore many countries across the globe has recognized
the key role of quality science teachers and for this purpose, main focus is given on/at the
development of futuristic based teachers‟ education programme. (Wang, Coleman, Coley &
Phelps 2003).

2.4.9 Overall strategy adopted by PITE
During entire program for science teachers training, considerable steps were taken to bring
and maintain quality in the process and product. Following processes were adopted to achieve
the objectives;
1. TNA tools were developed, piloted and improved through participatory approach
2. TNA was conducted across the province in representative high and higher secondary girls
and boys schools
3. The data obtained from the TNA was cleaned, collated and analyzed to draw findings
4. TNA report was shared with PITE
5. Team of material development specialists was identified and selected for developing
material
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6. Sample material was field tested in actual secondary class room situation and reviewed in
the light of feedback by the observers
7. The print and electronic material was finalized in the form of books and DVDs
8. Team of master trainers was selected and trained on the developed material
9. The material required for conducting training was purchased
10. Training of science teachers was conducted at different venues
These steps are given here in detail.

2.4.10 Need Analysis for training by PITE
Aguinis and Kraiger (2009) consider training need arrestment (TNA) necessary for
appropriate goals/ objectives setting, better designing and better delivery. To investigate the
effectiveness of training program, it is necessary to explore all its all phases from need analysis
to final implementation, from field study to real classroom change after training. Training
material development and training process is also studied for its effectiveness, as all the factors
contribute in the professional development and instructional performance of teachers.
PITE conducted training need arrestment (TNA) to investigate the real needs of the
science teachers of the secondary classes. It explored the areas of the Chemistry, Physics and
Biology found difficult by the teachers and students. It also aimed at finding out the challenges
the teachers face in integrating the practical work with the class room teaching. The study tried
to find out the managerial gaps if any, in providing the conducive environment for effective
science teaching. The data required for this purpose could be collected from the three basic
stakeholders, the head teachers of the schools, the subject teachers and the students.
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2.4.10.1

The Design of TNA

The TNA was designed around following specific questions;
i.

What are the areas of Physics, Chemistry and Biology of secondary classes that science
teachers feel difficult to teach?

ii.

What are the areas of science subjects of secondary classes that secondary school science
students find difficult to learn?

iii.

What is the extent of the availability and use of facilities that support science teaching
and learning, such as science labs, libraries and computer labs? To what extent is the
school-level leadership facilitating the availability and utilization to teachers and
students?

2.4.10.2 Methodology OF TNA
A mixed method design was used to answer the above questions. The quantitative
approach would establish main trends in response to the above questions, and the qualitative
methods would help the TNA team dig deeper into these trends.
2.4.10.3 Sampling Design OF TNA
The population of this study encompassed all the Head teachers, Science teachers and
science students of KP secondary classes from a total of 340 schools (with IT labs). As per
discussions with the PITE, a minimum 10% (35) of total 340 schools was included in the sample
for field data collection. The team also preferred to collect data from 100 schools, which had
Interactive White Boards in addition to the IT Labs. Following criteria was adopted for the
schools selection;
•

Coverage of all 4 zones of the Province
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•

50% (16) HSS

•

50% (16) HS

•

50% Female

•

50% Male

•

Additional 3 schools without any IT facility

2.4.10.4 Data Collection Strategies
Following research tools/strategies were used for data collection.

2.4.10.4.1 Desk Review
To ascertain the needs assessment of the science teaching and training, key processes and
means used in teaching of science, and resources used in this regard, National curriculum (2006),
textbooks of the three subjects (Physics, Chemistry and Biology) published by the KP textbook
board and other key books for the science subjects available in the market, were reviewed. The
team also reviewed the training material (print and electronic) developed nationally and
internationally.

2.4.10.4.2 Tool for School Teachers and Head teachers
A data collection tool for each of the head teachers‟ and teachers‟ categories was
prepared which included both structured close-ended and open-ended items aimed at eliciting
such responses from the participants‟ as would help answer the study questions. The tools also
included a checklist for the head teachers and science educators. The check list items were
developed to elicit their perceptions about facilities for science instruction.
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2.4.10.4.3 Focus group discussion (FGD) with Students
To reveal the challenges, issues and problems faced by secondary school science
students, a Focus Group Discussion was organized at each school with the students. These FGDs
also helped in students‟ suggestions about improvement in teaching/learning strategies. The
thrust of the FGDs was on relevance of teaching, organizational support in bringing change,
participants‟ own views of teaching and learning science practically and subject wise areas/topics
found difficult by them.

2.4.10.5 Development of Data collection Tools and Approaches
The design team adopted a participatory approach for tool development, as given below:

2.4.10.5.1 Framing Questions for the Data collection Tools
The PITE-Peshawar organized a three day workshop on 24-26 Nov, 2015 for
development of preliminary tools. The participants of the workshop were high school and higher
secondary school science teachers, RITE instructors, district education officials and PITE‟s
science team. The participants developed the first draft of the items to be included in the
instruments. It consisted of three separate questionnaires for students, teachers and Head
teachers.
2.4.10.5.2 Finalizing the Data Collection Tools
The first workshop was followed by a three day workshop on 7-9 Dec, 2015 for
validation of the tools Following frame work was developed to ensure that all TNA‟s objectives
had been fully considered and incorporated in the data collection.
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2.4.10.5.3 Frame work for developing TNA instruments
Following areas were considered for developing the TNA instruments for teachers, head
teachers and students.
S. No.

Head Teachers/ Principals

1.

Knowledge of Science subjects

2.

Generic knowledge of preparation of science instruction and managing
science instruction

3.

Evaluating the performance of students

4.

Organization of science instructional tools and facilities

5.

IT/Integration in science teaching

6.

Attitude of self, teachers and students towards science teaching

Table 2.1: Focused areas considered in TNA for Principals/ Head teachers

S. No.

Science Teachers

1.

Content information and dexterity in Sciences

2.

standard pedagogy and expertise

3.

Planning and Managing and delivering science instruction

4.

Students assessment

5.

Organization/Administering science instructional facilities and apparatus

6.

IT/ blending and integration in science teaching

Table 2.2: Focused areas considered in TNA for Teachers
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S. No.

Students

1.

Perception about Science

2.

Organizational and instructional support/facilities for learning science at the
school

3.

IT/Integration in science teaching

4.

Attitude of self, teachers and head teacher towards science teaching

5.

Subject wise areas/ topics found difficult to understand

Table 2.3: Focused areas considered in TNA for Students
The draft items from the first workshop were categorized and refined in the light of the
frame work. The inappropriate items were removed and the final items were incorporated into
three tools one each for the head teacher, the science teachers, and the Focused Group
Discussion (FGD) for the students. Separate FGD protocols were also developed for moderators
and note-takers.

2.4.10.5.4 Piloting of Data Collection tools
The TNA tools were piloted in two non-sampled schools in Peshawar city. The tools
were revised further based on the results of the TNA.

2.4.10.6 Finding of TNA and Gap identification
The major findings of the TNA considered for designing training program are listed below;
I.

Availability and Usage of Facilities
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Basic facilities needed to support science teaching-learning are available in most of the
schools BUT mostly underutilized

Graph 2.1: Graph showing basic Facilities available verses Usage

II.

Areas of Professional development in Biology:

Benchmark-topics reported difficult by 30% or more respondents are selected.
Difficult areas reported by Teachers & Students: Coordination, enzymes, cell cycle,
bioenergetics, reproduction, inheritance, biotechnology and pharmacology
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Graph 2.2.1: Graph showing difficult areas in Biology

Graph 2.2.2: Graph showing difficult areas in Biology

III.

Areas of Professional development in Chemistry:

Benchmark: Topics reported difficult by 30% or more respondents are selected
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Difficult areas reported by Teachers & Students: periodic table, acids bases & salts
electrochemistry, chemical equilibrium, chemical industries, and biochemistry difficult to
teach.

Graph 2.3.1: Graph showing difficult areas in Chemistry

Graph 2.3.2: Graph showing difficult areas in Chemistry
IV.

Areas of Professional development in Physics:

Benchmark: Topics reported difficult by 30% or more respondents are selected.
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Difficult areas reported by Teachers & Students: electromagnetism, geothermal optics,
introductory electronics, current and electricity, simple harmonic motion ICT and
radioactivity.

Graph 2.4.1: Graph showing difficult areas in Physics

Graph 2.4.2: Graph showing difficult areas in Physics
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Graph 2.4.3: Graph showing difficult areas in Physics

2.4.10.7 Conclusions OF TNA
The general observation of the schools, conversation with the science teachers, head teachers and
the students helped draw an overall picture of the science teaching and learning at a typical KPK
school. In relation to the information collected the basic facilities (Science Labs, Computer
Labs, and Library) are available in almost all sample schools however it has been observed that
these are not used by majority of the schools for teaching and learning purpose. The environment
for learning science is teacher centered at the schools and rote learning is mostly observed.
Students use key books and guides for examination preparation. Practical are done at the end of
year and not integrated with classroom teaching. Teachers and students reported mostly similar
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areas as difficult in all the three subjects. Lack of support and encouragement from Head Teacher
is obvious and also reported by teachers.
2.4.10.8 Recommendations OF TNA
Recommended were extracted as follows:
a) The difficult topics have been identified and tabulated. The training material developers
should review the difficult topics and develop the content accordingly.
b) The low usage of facilities as shown by the findings above suggest the need for school-level
accountability mechanisms to ensure the upkeep and use of facilities provided to facilitate
science teaching and learning.
c) The teachers should be provided experiential training exposure on the developed material.
d) Policy guidelines should be circulated in the schools for effective use of available facilities
such as science labs, computer labs and multimedia projectors for science teaching.
e) The teachers should be qualified in the application of technology (especially computers).
f) The training program for the head teachers should contain components of active learning
and academic supervision.

2.5 Design of Training
2.5.1 Objectives of the Science Teachers’ Training Program by PITE
The overall purpose of science teachers training program was to motivate the stakeholders in
creating learning environment at managerial or school level, which is conducive and promotes
scientific thinking skills among the teachers and students. The program had following objectives;
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a) Develop national curriculum and NPSTP based material, on the identified and reportedly
difficult topics, for teachers in the subjects of science.
b) Develop a team of master trainers for further trainings
c) Preparation of 900 science teachers (300 Physics, 300 Chemistry and 300 Biology)

2.5.2 Content areas/ Lessons
a) Lessons are designed such that they necessitate use of science labs during teaching
b) Alternative techniques are suggested if any of the required resources are missing
c) The lessons in Teachers Resource Pack (TRP) are supported with graphics, diagrams,
charts and worksheets etc. where necessary to ensure the effective lesson implementation
d) Lessons are participatory and provokes students interest
e) Lessons are reviewed at three levels; (peer review, subject expert review, DCTE review)
f) One lesson per subject is pilot tested

Teachers as beneficiary
a) The Teachers Resource Pack (TRP) provides a guide line to the teacher through clear
instructions as to how, when and where to deliver the lesson effectively
b) The learning development plans help teachers to manage the time effectively while using
class rooms and science labs
c) Teachers are guided on how to integrate theory with practical
d) Teachers are guided to use available physical facilities with efficacy
e) Precautionary measures are given for teachers wherever necessary
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Students as beneficiary
a) Attempts to change students mind through developing problem solving skills and
enlightens them the new ways of learning
b) The resource pack tries to remove barriers in learning
c) It promotes conceptual understanding among students
d) Higher order thinking approach (open ended questions), book reading, taking notes,
group work, creativity, scientific thinking, application of the acquired knowledge,
developing presentation skills and community involvement are some of the objectives of
this resource pack

2.6 Development of material
Material development was the most crucial part of the science teachers training program. A
diligent process was assumed for the selection of material development specialist with most
appropriate required skills. The initiatives taken are as follows;

2.6.1 Team selection / Selection of Material Development Experts
1. PITE invited CVs from interested candidates
2. The CVs were short listed on the basis of qualification, experience of teaching,
experience of material writing and experience of teachers training material writing
3. The short listed candidates were interviewed telephonically and list was finalized
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4. During the first workshop a couple of experts were replaced for not meeting the
expectations of the resource persons

2.6.2 Process of Material Development
Besides selection of merit based team of experts, following process was adopted during
development to bring quality to the material;
i.

A frame work for developing material was prepared keeping in view the topics identified
in TNA.

ii.

National curriculum 2006 for Physics, Chemistry and Biology was considered for
extracting standards and SLOs

iii.

The document approved as National Professional Standards for Teachers in Pakistan was
considered for developing specific competencies among teachers

iv.

The experts were apprised on the effective use of above documents during material
development

v.

The use of science lab and ICT was ensured in the developed material

vi.

The initial lessons developed in the three subjects were piloted in local girls and boys
schools of Peshawar

2.6.3 Main features of the material developed
The main features of the teacher‟s resource pack (TRP) are given below.
i.

The lesson plans on the selected topics of science subjects are compiled in the form of
Booklets and termed as „Science Teachers Resource Pack‟
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ii.

The Science Teachers Resource Pack contains lists of Necessary equipment and material
required to conduct the Lessons given in the pack

iii.

List of downloaded videos relevant to each topic is Provided to facilitate the teacher in
practice

iv.

It provides subject based list of all resources/requirements required to practice all the
lessons given in resource pack

v.

The „Science Teachers‟ Resource Pack‟ contains all the videos referred in the learning
development plans

vi.

It also contains videos of Physics, Chemistry and Biology lessons piloted by the material
developers at local schools of Peshawar

vii.

Material development framework was developed and agreed upon by stakeholders before
writing subject based material

viii.

The activities of the lessons were aligned with teachers‟ competencies as given in the
NPSTP-Rubrics

ix.

It contains the NPSTP-Rubrics for reference

x.

The activities attempt to break inertia of rote memorization by putting emphasis on active
learning through involving the students in experiential learning

xi.

It shows successful incorporation of available technology i.e. science labs, libraries, IT
labs etc.

xii.

Variety of learning styles of individuals is considered during development of activities

xiii.

Hard areas highlighted in TNA are catered

xiv.

To break status quo of teacher as reciter or dictator of the text book, majority activities
are designed for teacher as demonstrator
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2.6.4 Components of the learning development plans (LDP):
All the lessons of the three subjects Physics, Chemistry and Biology have been
compartmentalized into seven sections; 1) warm up/ Ice breaking 2) introduction 3) lesson
development 4) guided practice 5) application 6) evaluation/ assessment and 7) home work
Any reader can see a gradual shift of control over activities from teacher to students.
Warm up through lesson development teacher introduces the topic relating it with the students‟
previous knowledge and understanding of the topic. From guided practice through application to
assessment the teachers‟ role diminishes and students‟ participation and role increases.
Besides making the lessons interactive and participatory the main emphasis is on
assessing students‟ achievement. The assessment is not only for the sake of assessment. The
embedded assessment activities also boost learning about the topic. The assessment section
shows variety of assessment techniques other than mere paper pencil test.

2.7 Implementation
2.7.1 Selection of Master Trainers and Training of Trainers
As with previous steps taken to assure quality, due care was taken in the selection of
master trainers. A criterion for selection of master trainers was developed and agreed with PITE.
Following process was adopted to prepare quality master trainers;
i.

The DEOs were requested to send CVs of the persons who meet the criteria provided

ii.

The received 70 CVs were scrutinized thoroughly and only 37 merit based MTs were
invited to ToT session
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iii.

After rigorous 6 days training session, a post test was conducted to assess the
performance of the MT candidates. This test was in addition to the daily structured
and graded observation of their performance

iv.

A ranking list of the master trainers was developed

v.

It was suggested to PITE to hire the services of the MTs with top scores

vi.

It was suggested to PITE to couple the MTs having low score with MTs having high
score, if extra trainers are required

2.7.2 The Trainers’ manual
Although the teachers‟ resource pack is self-explanatory for science teachers, a training
program is planned for them, but a separate manual may enable the master trainers to train
teachers on how to use the resource pack. The manual is written to implement the following
agenda for 6 days training workshop.

2.7.3 Training of Trainers
A six day training session was organized at PITE. The agenda is described as under;
Day- 1 and 2 includes topics like National Professional Standards for Teachers, Multiple
Intelligences, National Curriculum 2006 Biology, Physics, Chemistry, blended learning, what is
Assessment, active methodology and active assessment:
Day-3 includes the pedagogical practices; the lead master trainer (LMT) presents lessons
from „Science Teachers‟ Resource Pack‟ with full delivery in Biology, Chemistry, Physics
groups. Feedback on the lesson is collected from the participants
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Day-4 is dedicated to participants‟ activities that are they develop activities for learning
plans in groups of 3 Master Trainers each of the same subject: The triad groups also develop
lesson activities on same topic. At the closing of the day merger of developed lessons and
activities is done from two groups. Finally the group is going to prepare one lesson per subject
for delivery for next day lesson delivery at real school situation.
Day-5, the participants‟ visits a nearby Government school to implement developed
Lessons. Full lessons are delivered (one lesson per subject) in actual classrooms in a local
school. The other participants observe the lessons on structured format.
Day-6 activities like concluding and reviewing are done of the previous 5 days work on
individual, pairs, groups‟ basis. The participants also decide way forward- How would they
conduct these sessions with teachers: Taking the learning forward to the learners at schools. The
material, Handouts, agenda, training schedule and other instructions are handed over to the
master trainers (MTs) for roll out of the training.

2.7.4 Training of Trainers (ToT) features
The main features of the ToT session are as follows;
i.

Merit based 37 master trainers (13 Biology, 13 Chemistry and 11 Physics) participated

ii.

All the activities provided hands on experience and demanded active participation of all
participants

iii.

The participants were prepared for their role as master trainers through motivational and
interactive sessions

iv.

The activities were designed to apprise the participants on variety of learning styles and
the natural demand for variety of teaching and assessment styles
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v.

The national curriculum 2006 and NPSTP were part of the training session

vi.

The lead master trainers delivered one lesson per subject as is given in the resource pack
to show the successful incorporation of science lab and ICT during 40 minute routine
lesson

vii.

Then participants developed their own lessons in their subject groups on the same lines
they learnt from the LMTs incorporating use of lab and ICT

viii.

The participants implemented the lessons developed by themselves in the local high
schools. The observers provided feedback and the lessons were reviewed if found
necessary

ix.

The master trainers were provided with all the necessary material to conduct further
training to teachers.

x.

The material included the science lab apparatus and equipment, chemicals, DVDs
containing pilot lesson videos, the videos referred in the learning development plans,
stationery and trainers manual. The activity wise presentations and supplementary
material for trainers and trainees was also provided in soft form.

2.7.5 Venue selection for Science Teachers Training in field
A plan was developed for training of 900 science teachers (300 Biology, 300 Chemistry
and 300 Physics). Initially 3 venues i.e. RITE (F) Abbottabad, RITE (M) Haripur and PITE were
selected as venues for teachers training. The criterion for selection of the venues was as follows;
i.

Availability of proper training rooms

ii.

Availability of science labs

iii.

Availability of computer lab with internet facility
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iv.

Availability of uninterrupted electric supply

v.

Availability of hostel with basic facilities

2.7.6 Instructional strategies of PITE
6 days of training was based on blended learning which includes the classical classroom
teaching with inclusion of smart gadgets like computer, internet, smart boards, tables etc.
Educationist favours the AV-aids to be encourage in classroom as Bassi and Van Buren (1999)
stated that instruments and gadget based trainings are essential materials for training programs in
the modern contemporary classrooms.

2.7.7 Field work/ Main Features of the Science Teachers Training:
i.

A total of 710 science teachers participated in 28 training sessions as given in the
tables below;

ii.

The PITE staff tried to extend all out support to the MTs and venues. The PITE staff
coordinated with DEOs to send the nominees for the training

iii.

The PITE staff ensured the availability of the training material at the venues

iv.

The trainees took keen interest in the activities of the training session

v.

They learnt to develop lessons plans with active participation of students and
mandatory use of science lab and ICT

vi.

They developed and practiced their lessons in actual classroom situation
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2.7.8 Target group of subject teachers:
Detail of the number of participants who attended training.
Subject

Number of Participants

Physics

288

Chemistry

218

Biology

204

Total

710

Table 2.4: table showing number of Participants of the training program

2.7.9 Number of session attended subject wise:

Trainings/Sessions Conducted
Physics

10

Chemistry

9

Biology

9

Total

28

Table 2.5: table showing number of training sessions conducted subject wise
2.7.10 Suggestions for effective use of the resource pack
i.

The Biology, Chemistry and Physics subject teachers should have their own copy of
this resource pack with them

ii.

The subject teachers should first read through the entire pack of their subject

iii.

They should note the required material for implementing the lessons and request head
of institute to provide the missing material
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iv.

The science teachers and head teachers should ensure that the referred videos have
been copied in the computers

v.

The teachers should request support from head teachers to arrange multimedia
projector on a proper place i.e. class room or computer lab

vi.

The teachers should try to prepare their own activities for the topics not given in the
resource pack. They are encouraged to even try to replace the activities with their own
developed activities

vii.

The head teachers should encourage the teachers to implement the lessons as per
resource pack

viii.
ix.

The copies of national curriculum 2006 should be present in the library for reference
The head teachers should guide the teachers to effectively use the material in the
resource pack and in the school.

x.

The users of the given resource pack for science subjects should be insightful to the
potential limitations in the field. Whilst the aim is to help and support the teachers to
be more successful in responding to pupils‟ diverse needs, it is important to remember
that often difficulties arises in situations where there are limited resources, large
classes or policies that limit the capacity to work flexibly. However it is hoped that the
resource packs open new dimensions for teachers to engage students actively in
conceptual understanding of the complex scientific concepts. The activities given in
the resource pack are few of the options and it is believed that teachers might use
some other options which better fit to their local circumstances.
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2.7.11 Output of the Science Teachers Training Program
i.

The lessons plans on the selected topics from Biology, Chemistry and Physics have been
developed incorporating ensuring the usage of science lab and ICT facilities

ii.

A team of 30 well trained and skilled master trainers is ready for further roll out of the
training

iii.

The trainers manual is ready for usage by additional trainers

iv.

Most importantly, the capacity of the science team of PITE is enhanced in field of
defining criteria, requirements and process of TNA, material development, ToT and
teachers training.
v.

Finally 710 science teachers including SSTs (Physics-Mathematics) and SSTs
(Biology- Chemistry) are trained.

2.8 Evaluation
2.8.1 Definition of Evaluation:
It is a systematic and careful usage of scientific methods to calculate the planning,
devising, development, execution, outcomes and expansion. Note that it is a resource-intensive
practice; its frequently require a number of resources like time, budget, expertise and labor. In
the words of Stafflebeam (2000), evaluation is regarded as a finding intended to help a number
of audience to check an object‟s value and significance.
Based on these definitions, evaluation can be regarded as value based judgment of the
training program. Evaluation is an essential factor of a training program, which increases the
output of it as described by Rama and Vaishnavi (2012).
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Evaluation as stated by Harris (1968) is an organized practice to decide the value,
potency, adequacy or attraction of something with reference to definite criteria. According to
Wall (2014), it is a systematic, decisive and cautious compilation and study of information for
documenting the impact of program and its effectiveness. Steele (1970) explains evaluation as
the practice of finding the significance of a program and criteria for finding is formed by
weighing it against proofs as to what the program presently is, with standards about what the
program should be. As said by Sims (2002), training spotlights on the current task while
evaluation suggests for preparing employees for possible upcoming situation.

2.8.2 Need of Evaluation
Any department, institute or organization concerned with trainings knows the value of
evaluation of training programs; not only to measure the present success but also for further
future planning. The cost-benefit analysis study also shows that teacher‟s training could provide
a less costly way of improving student‟s grade than reducing the strength of class or increasing
the study hours. (Darling- Hammond 2000).
Evaluation provides bases for effectiveness. Evaluation is a continuous improvement
mechanism of teachers. Through evaluation mechanism, we are able to match the predetermined
objective with actually achieved outcomes. To judge the program efficiency, it is critical to
ensure that it was well understood and well revised. Training would be regarded successful if the
teachers undergoing training process have gaining much in terms of knowledge, skill and
attitude.
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Evaluation is regarded as fundamental part of training program, as evaluation gadgets and
techniques help in determining the efficacy of overall program; in spite of its significance,
research literature reflects evaluation component is missing or inconsistent (Holcomb 1993,
McMahon & Carter 1990, Carnevale & Schulz 1990).
Possible justification for inadequate evaluation may be due to insufficient time allocation,
budget allocation, lack of tools, and lack of skills or over confidence in training offered (McEvoy
and Buller 1990). It is a fact that evaluation is a complex process having various dimensions
producing a number of complexity factors. These dimensions includes training goals, types of
objectives, purpose of training, training situation, Trainees, instructional materials, instructional
strategies and technologies, level of evaluation etc.
Lack of information makes the picture blur and it is impossible either to favour a training
program as precious or to locate motives for its continuation. Mello (2011) states that
organizations necessitate to collect feedback on it to choose whether that training program
should remain continued in its existing state or customized or closed altogether.
Topno (2012) stress evaluation as the most significant aspect of education, though this
subject is much talked over but superficially employed. Isabel and Raquel (2003) states it is noteworthy that cost-gain correlation shows the better judgment of productivity of training.
Evaluation plays an important role in identifying key factors to promote effectiveness of
a program. Efforts to find these factors that promote behavior of individuals who participated in
the training program, would provide a deeper and broader view to collect data on how to get
better implementation of upcoming programs, as well as into the strategies for management to
effectively serve their multiple stakeholders (Donaldson 2007, Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick
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2006, Nakrosis 2014). It is crucial for an organization to recognize the training methods,
strategies, approaches, assessment, and evaluation mechanism for the program success (Alipour
et al 2009).
Training evaluation and effectiveness is probably one of the most discussed but least
practiced subject in the training fields. Training is a cyclic and systematic process having
evaluation as one of the most important component; losing this part can cause the failure of the
cyclic system. Normally Evaluation is not carried out as a functional part of training itself due to
lack of resources and time; but without proper evaluation mechanism no one can really measures
how effective the particular training was. Without knowing the effectiveness, cost the
effectiveness and cost of training can be termed as expense rather than an investment. To have a
cost effective training program, a step-by-step procedure must be followed.
Another group of experts stress the need of evaluation to set up what has been
transmitted and how much improvement in the outcomes of program are attained (Rama and
Vaishnavi, 2012). The evaluation of the present science training program ensures the future
program to be improved by its cost-benefit terms. Now for using an evaluation model, it is very
essential to be precise about the features of training program, as based on these features; specific
model is selected; that is the features to be assessed in turn would control the program of
evaluation. Consistent with reach study conducted by Antonio et al (2003), if we have no
evaluation of training program, the investment cannot be appropriately tested and capital so used
up can be regarded as wasted.
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2.8.3 Approaches and Models in training Evaluation
Any department/institution/organization concerned in training knows the value of
evaluation of training programs; not only to measure the present success but also for further
future planning. Evaluation is mandatory and key to measure the effectiveness of program.
Evaluation provides the basis for justification of time and money spent will have a good return in
future. For this purpose a number of evaluation models are available.
The roots of usually used approaches in educational training programs have their origin
in systematic approaches to the design of trainings; these were characterized by instructional
system development (ISD) methodologies which were materialized in the USA in 1950s to
1960s, these are reflected in the work of researcher Mager (1962), Briggs and Gagne (1974) and
Goldstein (1994).
According to Gustafson and Brach (1997), in systematic approaches, traditionally evaluation is
final stage with dual purpose; Formative (improve interventions) and Summative (judgment
about the effectiveness); but according to Tennyson (1999) current models integrate evaluation
right through the whole progression.
Although Sanders & Worthen (1987) and Bramley (1991) identified six general approaches to
learning evaluation but Goal-based and system-based are used principally in the training program
(Philips 1991).
These approaches can be listed as
1) System-based evaluation approach
2) Goal/ Objective-based evaluation approach
3) Goal/ Objective free evaluation approach
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4) Responsive evaluation approach
5) Professional review approach
6) Quasi-legal evaluation approach

2.8.3.1 System Approach:
Following this approaches, the most influential models includes the following one (Eseryel
2002).
2.8.3.1.1 Context, input, process, product (CIPP) Model by Worthen & Sanders 1987:
According to this model
a) Context refers to decision making on training needs and objectives setting based
information about the prevailing situation.
b) Input refers to identifying teaching strategies and tools to achieve the desired results.
c) Process refers to the assessment of implemented program.
d) Product refers to the interpreting the worth and achievement of program based on
gathered information.

2.8.3.1.2 Input, process, output, outcomes (IPO) Model by Bushnel (1990):
According to this model
a) Input refers to the measure of system performance which includes trainees‟ credentials,
accessibility of different material and correctness of training.
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b) Process refers to the planning, designing and development phase of training program. It
also includes implementation and delivery of the training.
c) Output refers to gathering of data from the training program interventions.
d) Outcomes refer to improvement in different areas of an organization in longer term.

2.8.3.1.3 Training validation system (TVS) model by Fitz- Enz (1994):
According to this model, steps are labeled as situation, intervention, impact and value.
a) Situation refers to current level of performance through pre-training data collection. This
level also includes narrating an enviable stage of potential performance.
b) Intervention refers to justification of training program by finding the rationale for the
continuation of the space between the current status and future desired level.
c) Impact refers to conclusions based on data gathered from pre and post training.
d) Value refers to measuring difference in quality, quantity, service, productivity in financial
terms.
Advantages and disadvantages of System approach models:
Although system models are helpful in judgment about the general situation and context but they
are considered as insufficient at granularity level. Secondly they offer description of the
processes concerned at each step but do not offer gadgets for evaluation. Thirdly, they lack
active communication between the plan and the evaluation of the program. Finally, system based
models provides no collaborative practice of evaluation which show the role of team member
during an evaluation process.
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2.8.3.2 Goal/ Objective Based Approach:
This approach includes numerous evaluation models, like Kirkpatrick evaluation model,
Hamblin‟s evaluation model and Back planning model.

2.8.3.2.1 Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model:
To explore the teachers training effectiveness Kirkpatrick model is used:
a) Reaction: This step answers the question how the participant felt about the programs they
attended. Reaction is related to the feelings of trainee; their reaction about trainings
valuable experiences. It includes various components of training including feelings about
the course content, methodology, the facilitator, venue, the presentation and overall
environment. This can be measured individually after training. It is imperative to measure
reactions, as it helps the researcher to understand how well the trainer was fabricated,
how well the audience received it. It also points out the missing areas, components and
topics, so that they may be included in future trainings.
b) Learning: The step answers the question the degree to which the trainees learnt the
information and proficiency. Learning is related to the cognitive development of trainees;
how much they learnt and how much knowledge base is increased due to training
program. Every training has some precise objectives to be measured. The objectives
provide the preliminary point of learning measurement. These are different ways to
measure learning which depends upon the objectives. It is important to measure learning
as it is the basic aim of training program to bring about change in knowledge skill and
attitude.
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c) Behavior: This step answers the question the extent to which the job behavior of the
teachers has altered as a consequence of training. Behavior is related to the change in
behavior and attitude in field after training is over. It concentrates on the practice of
information the trainee got in the session. It is important to measure behavior: if no
behavior change is visible, although favorable conditions were provided. It is assumed
that trainees have not learnt anything at all and the training was ineffective.
d) Result: This step answers the question the extent to which the result have been affected
by the training program. Unfavorable conditions also offer constraints in the application
of information; these conditions may be in-house or external in nature. Result is related to
the final outcomes that an institute/department/organization has set earlier in the light of
assessment. It is important to measure results as effectiveness can be better judge from
this step. Although there are some objectives that this model is expensive and time
consuming; but due to its practical nature, strong linkage between the steps, provide a
scientific way of evaluation trainings and ease in use makes it outstanding among others.
Although researchers claim that though no exclusively best model is available (MaNamara,
Joyce and O‟hara 2010); however

Bishop (2010) states that when they search for better

evaluation model, they usually get closer to the well-known evaluation scientist, Donald
Kirkpatrick.
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2.9 Instructional Performance
2.9.1 Performance and Effectiveness
The relationship among the terms like competence, Performance and effectiveness can be given
as; Competence reflects the pack of information, capabilities and values that a teacher have,
Performance is related to his behavior while coaching a class, whereas Effectiveness points to
the effects that the teacher‟s performance has on his students, so effectiveness is collective
measure of competence and Performance.
2.9.2 Teachers Performance parameters
Miller et al. (1989) mentioned five general performance areas for effective teachers; creative
teaching conducts (comprises creating life like conditions and actions), controlled and planned
classroom management (consists of carrying out responsibility well-timed) and personal traits
(includes trails such as wit and persistence).
Training would be valuable if it improves the performance of teachers in the following six
areas as stated by Barr and Emans (1930). It includes professional preparations, instructional
skill, classroom management, personal fitness, efforts towards self improvement in work and
ability to work with others.
This research study is focused to explore the effectiveness of Science Training Program by
PITE and the factors which hinder its effectiveness. This research includes the study of all the
important stages of instructional performance from input including resources, supplies, stocks;
process including activities, blending learning sessions, active learning environment, output that
how much they gain during training, outcome that the teachers are able to handle the situation
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and solve the problem at hand after this training and effect of this training in their professional
and academic career.

2.10 Effectiveness
2.10.1 Training program effectiveness
As a teacher have an everlasting effect on their student progress, performance and
achievement which covers lifetime of students, therefore the need to find effective training and
professional developments for teachers can be taken to scale of national improvement (Kraft
2017, Hanushek 2011). Effectiveness in measured through evaluation, and evaluation tells about
the relationship of “Needs Vs Outcomes” of training. The broadest purpose of evaluation to
check the sufficiency of program based on judgment about its wroth and its effectiveness. With
the purpose of explore the success of training, elements like training environment, need
assessment, design and development, delivery, implantation and evaluation must be considered
as stated by Alliger and Janak (1989).
In the words of Santos (2003), training effectiveness is a multifaceted experience having
diverse benefits. It polishes skill level, competence, self-efficacy and confidence of the trainee. It
is suggested that the efficiency of program must have consequence like behavioral changes, such
as the transmission of awareness and skillfulness gained from the program into performance in
real classroom to gain effectiveness in the institution (Borate et al 2014, Chen 2013).
Effectiveness of training program can be gauged through effectiveness in Teacher
performance and behavior to an optimum level of efficiency and productivity. As training
ultimately impacts the working and instructional performance of teachers, so with trainings, its
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regular continuous evaluation for effectiveness is a must in achieving the objectives of that
particular organization.
An effective training includes all the necessary factors of teaching-learning process. It
provides opportunities for teachers through planning, designing implementing and evaluating
activities. It provides guidelines to teachers how to create a conducive physical and affective
environment to encourage smooth learning. An effective training adds in the repertoire of
strategies, techniques and skills of teachers. Effective training programs are regarded as
investment in human resource of an organization. For effective training program some areas are
critical to workout. In accordance with Desimone (2009) five features of training and
professional development are widely viewed as critical to the success of program. These areas
include content focus, coherence, active learning, duration and collective participation. Prior
review of the evidence on teacher training and development have drawn on this framework and
added elements (Darling-Hammond, Hyler and Gardner 2017). For measuring the effectiveness
of training program Kirkpatrick (2006) proposed four fundamental levels, these include
reaction, learning, behavior and result.

2.10.2 Purpose of training program evaluation
Main purposes of training program evaluation are Intervention, feedback, program
control and research. The notion of students‟ poor performance has a direct relation with the
teacher‟s instructional performance in classroom. Although teacher is provided with training
opportunities before and during job, still these training programs seem to have no or low
effectiveness. This observation has led to the need of this study.
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2.10.3 Factors responsible for the effectiveness of trainings
Punia and Kant (2013) state that to determine the effectiveness of training, institutions
must attain information prior to initiation of training and, then match it with the information
received subsequent to training with the help of cognitive and psychomotor skills related
variables.
Dayal (2001) suggests that trainer should be obvious regarding two major characteristics
of training program, the objectives and the methodology to achieve the desired stated results.
Birdi (2005) has elucidated the unfriendly environment effects the efficacy of training and if
there is no friendly environment available, training would be failed to achieve its objectives.
Driskell (2011) states that success of a learning is based on how training is arranged, its content
and the facilitator. According to Bumpass (1990) attitude, motivation level and approach of an
worker also manipulate the training outcomes.
Colquitt at all (2000) Counts factors of quality of training, level of conscience, age and
intellectual abilities of the learners and job contribution as basics for efficiency of program. Saks
and Haccoun (2007) suggest the inclusion of follow-up meetings subsequent to training will
enhance its effectiveness.
To investigate the effectiveness of training, it is necessary to explore all its all phases
from need analysis to final implementation, from field study to real classroom observation after
training. Training material development and training process is also studied for its effectiveness,
as all the factors contribute in the professional development and instructional performance of
teachers.
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2.10.4 Criteria for teacher’s effectiveness
Teacher‟s effectiveness and performance can be judged by using criteria of process,
product and presage as stated by Klausmeier and Ripple (1970). According to them process
stands for interaction of teacher-students in the classroom. Product focuses on the outcomes of
learning while presage refers to academic background and personal characteristics of teacher. It
also includes the Education, Training and teacher‟s intellectual ability. Note that for measuring
teacher effectiveness and performance process and product are the direct determinants while
presage is the indirect determinant.
2.10.5 Need of the study
Although literature shows that numerous research studies have been carried out in this
field. Some researcher have focused on methodologies of training, others on model of
evaluation; some representing National level others international level. Note that no two
organizations struggle with the same set of challenges so the study of one cannot be enough for
the other; therefore this research also differs in so many important ways from the other
prevailing studies.
It is regrettable to state that a few researches have been done on effectiveness of training
programs and especially on science training programs in KP. Recently PITE initiated Science
teachers‟ Training Program for Science Teachers at Secondary stage in the entire KP province.
This study is an endeavor to study the process of teacher trainings, overall usefulness of the
training and enhancement in teacher performance as a consequence of training program offered
by PITE. As there in no follow up and feedback mechanism in PITE, so effectiveness remains
unexplored.
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The rationale of this study was about the claim of effectiveness which is the need of
various stakeholders. The researcher felt to conduct a follow up study to probe the effectiveness
of Science Training by PITE on the Performance of Science Teachers, so the present study is to
find out the effectiveness of this training. The researcher reviewed the literature related to the
researcher selected topic, i.e. “Science teachers‟ Training Program for Science Teachers at
Secondary Level in all KP Province”.
Research literature confirms that there is substantial discussion over whether science
teachers‟ teaching methodology, their personal attitude and their techniques have a considerable
impact on the academic accomplishment of learners.
Here, the researcher strived to explore the training methodology and its effectiveness for
the teachers‟ personal capacity building and in turn improving their teaching in the classroom.

2.10.6 Rationale of Kirkpatrick Model
Every researcher chooses an evaluation model among numerous ones, which has some
uniqueness. Gill and shama (2013) stated that Kirkpatrick‟s evaluation model is widely used to
evaluate the efficacy and effectiveness of trainings. Bhise , Meghe and Muley (2013) explain it
as this model is based on levels or stages and each stage presents an array of gradual step up
toward the judge a program.
Haccoun and Saks (2010) while analyzing the models stated that although all the
approaches have critics, the contribution of Kirkpatrick‟s model in organizations, “cannot be
underestimated”. This model is extensively reviewed by its authors as part of its semi-centennial
celebrations (Kirkpatrick & Kayser-Kirkpatrick 2014). This model is also used in higher
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education settings with varying opinions about its efficacy (Abdulghani et al 2014, Yardley &
Dornan 2012, Praslova 2010, Arthur et al 2003).
Even though Holton (1996) and Alliger et al (1997) criticized this model due to its
hierarchical nature but these conclusions have not been substantiated further.
To conclude the discussion, it is stated that the prominent and frequently used model is
Kirkpatrick model. It was presented by professor Emeritus Donald Kirkpatrick, an honorary
professor at university of Wisconsin and remained the president of American Society for
training. This model was initially printed in 1959 in US training journal; later on it was modified
and modernized in 1975 and another time in 1994. This model can help an institute to impartially
investigate the efficacy of the training program, so that institutes can rethink and develop better
program in upcoming stage.

2.10.7 Correlation of the current study with Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model
The objectives of researcher‟s study have a strong co-relation with Kirkpatrick‟s evaluation
model.
Objective# 1: Perception:
Level 1: Dailey and Nelson (1999) state that reaction is primarily asked at the end of an
educational intervention. They termed it as happy sheet or feel good measure. Here main focus is
the trainee‟s perception which can be measured through level-1: Reaction of Kirkpatrick‟s
model.
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Objective#2: Instructional Performance:
Level 2: Learning level evaluates the participant‟s achieved knowledge, attitudes, experiences
and philosophy concerned in the process. (Lynch, Gray and Schaffer 2006).
Level 3: This level shows whether the participant is actually utilizing what he has attained
during the training program as stated by (Schumann, Lawton and Scott 2001).
This objective has matching with level-2 and level-3; that is learning and behavior. Here the
researcher want to gauge the instructional performance that can be based on the knowledge , skill
and attitude they learn in the training sessions and now whether they are applying then in the
field.
Objective#3: Problems faced:
In this objective the researcher want to judge the results of the training in the field, whether
quality of the teaching learning process improved, students are more satisfied, teacher‟s morale
has boasted up and complaints are reduced. Kirkpatrick level-4 copes with these questions
comprehensively.
Level 4: This level evaluates and describes the results to surround an organization‟s ability to
learn, change, modify and develop its specified objectives as explained by McNamara, Joyce and
O‟hara (2010).
Based on the above discussion, the researcher opted for using this model. A questionnaire based
on these levels is developed, keeping all the areas of topic in mind.
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2.10.8 Theoretical and Conceptual Framework
Theoretical framework in a research study is based on a prevailing theory. A theoretical
framework guides new research, determining what things a new researcher measures, and what
statistical relationships he looks for. Alternatively, the conceptual framework is an idea a
researcher can build up by himself supported by the existing theory. Furthermore, in here a
researcher can include his own concepts or variables that researcher believe are pertinent and
then continue to investigate the correlation linking them, so Theoretical depends on past theory
while conceptual depends on suggestions by the researcher. Here in this study the approaching in
teaching and approaches in evaluation make the foundations of theoretical framework.
The present research study is descriptive in nature, supported by the Quantitative and Qualitative
data. Primary data is gathered from the participants and is treated statistically. The relationship
between the training delivered and the change in teachers‟ performance is calculated and
recommendations are made consequently. Here the methodologies of training process and
evaluation make the foundations of conceptual framework. The following diagram clears the
picture for the exploring the effectiveness of science training by PITE in KP; moving from one
variable to another variable. On the basis of variables, the given conceptual framework provides
the model of how to conceive factors and make sense of the connections among them that how
they are significant to the problem under study.
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Overall details in diagram

Input

Process

Output

Educational
activities for
enhancing teacher
performance

Checking through
Kirkpatrick model

Effectiveness of
training program

Diagram 2.1: Conceptual frame work

Research objectives

Kirkpatrick model

Themes selected

perception

Reaction

Effectiveness
Need

Performance

Problem faced

Learning

Contents

implementation

Performance

Results

Strategies
Assessment
Problem faced

Table 2.6: Relationship of keywords
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Stepwise explanation of Steps of Literature Review
Step #

Title

Description

1

Education

•

Education

•

Science education

•

Need, importance, NEP 2009

•

Teacher, Sciences Teacher

•

Effective teacher/NPSTP (Professional standards)

•

Teaching /effective teaching

•

change in environment

•

Change in philosophy/strategies

•

TNA, Training need assessment

•

What were the initial findings?

•

Scheduling/ time frame

•

Target areas

•

Material/content development

•

Piloting of material

2

3

4

5

6

Teacher

Change

Analysis

Design

Development

7

Implementation

•

delivery setting

8

Evaluation

•

Assessment/ Evaluation/impact/effect

•

Changes visible

9

Performance

•

Process and Teachers' Instructional Performance

10

Effectiveness

•

Effectiveness of science teachers Training program

•

Improvements suggested

Table 2.7: Steps of Literature Review
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Chapter: 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

According to Business Dictionary (2012), “Research Methodology can be regarded as the
method and procedure used to gather data about facts and figures leading to required results”.
In other words, Research methodology is the whole mechanism adopted for carrying out research
study in an expected way. Therefore Research Methodology deals with the selection of the most
suitable Process, its organization and precision of results.
3.1 Nature of the Study
The study is survey type which is descriptive in nature; it is one of the important types in
social science research. According to Best (1995), it describes and interprets what is available.
It is concerned with conditions or relationships that exist, believe or attitudes that are held,
processes that are going on, the effects that are being felt, or trends that are developing. Given
(2007) stated that such type of Research tries to portray an actual image of apparent information
by concentrating on data that explain an event devoid of identifying the essential association
concerned to that event.
The focal point of the study is teachers‟ instructional performance in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
(KP). The Purpose was to explore the teachers‟ competence after having training. The main aim
of the study was to identify the areas where progress is good and where professional
development of the teachers is needed. Quantitative Research Design was adopted to complete
the task.
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3.2 Research Design
Anwar (2011) views it as a plan, process of the study through which an issue is diagnosed
and suitable recommendations and suggestions are presented to solve it. Design is a combination
of a variety of processes to be pursued whilst accomplishing a cautious research study.
According to Wikipedia (2016), a research design is a framework that has been created to find
answers to research questions.
3.2.1 Quantitative Research Design
It points to the sort of research study which creates findings we get by the use of some
statistical actions (Strauss and Corbin quoted in Hoepfl, 1997).
An outline was devised to select the population, sample, and tool used to gather
information and its analysis was premeditated to gather authentic information from the science
trained working teachers in natural settings. The first quantitative portion would establish main
trends in response to the asked questions and the second part would help to dig deeper into these
trends and issues faced by the teachers in real environment.
3.3 Population of the study
Population shows the totality. There are two types of population specifically, target
population and survey population. A target population is the population outlined in the survey
objects about which information is to be sought and a survey population is the population from
which information can be obtained in the survey. The target population is also known as the
scope of the survey and the survey population is also known as the coverage of the survey.
Kamal (1996) stated that a statistical population is the total sum of all the individual items or
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units of some characteristics of interest while a population about which we want to extract
conclusions is called target population.
Although there are a number of Senior Subject Teachers (SSTs) present in high and higher
secondary schools which are categorized as SST (General) and SST (Science). SSTs (science)
are further classified in two categories namely SST (Mathematics-Physics) and SST (BiologyChemistry).
To develop the instructional capacity of both science categories PITE, with the assistance of
DFID and ASI, arranged and conducted a training program Batch-1/2016 in which 710 science
teachers were trained of all the 26 Districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP).
Therefore all the 710 science teachers of the Secondary level represent the population of this
research study.
3.3.1 Parameter
A parameter is a numerical characteristic of a population. So, the numerical
characteristics of the study are given as under.
S. No

Subject

Target set

Total Trained Teachers

1

Physics- Mathematics

348

288

2

Chemistry- Biology

552

422

900

710

Total
Table 3.1 from PITE, KP, 2017
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3.4 Sampling
Sampling is used as a tool to make the research possible and purposeful. A statistical
sample is minor part of population considered in as described by Kazerooni (2001). Ghaffar
(2005) simplified its validity by stating that though it is a minute section of whole selected for
the study, nevertheless it encompasses the entire distinctiveness of selected population, and
therefore the present study is reduced to248 teachers as a sample.
3.4.1 Sampling frame
It is the list of all the areas, aspects or all the people in a population. Focussing objectives
of the research, establishing the boundary of one‟s research is an important beginning point for
demarcating the research focus. This first involves deciding what event or phenomenon one
wants to study.
Keeping in mind the scope of the study, boundaries of the research are fixed. The
important task was to select the sample of science teachers that should be exact representative at
KP level. A criterion was developed for selection of trained science teachers on the basis of
available time, material resources, number of schools and subject wise teachers.
The major task of this study was to select the sample of trained science teachers which
may be true representative sample at KP level. For selection of trained science teachers, criteria
was developed on the basis of available schools, teachers, human and financial resources.
3.4.2 Sampling technique
The most suited technique for the present study as per needs and criterion is simple
random sample. This technique provides set of participants which are regarded as subset of the
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selected statistical population. The research experts consider simple random sampling as
impartial illustration of the selected cluster as everyone has equivalent probability of being
chosen, so simple random sample was adopted to choose the 248 teachers.
3.4.3 Statistic
Arithmetic trait of a sample is termed as statistic which is given in the table.
S. No

Subject

Total Trained Teachers by Sample size selected
PITE

for Research

1

Physics- Mathematics

288

101

2

Chemistry- Biology

422

147

710

248

Total

Table 3.2 Source: Sample size calculation
3.4.4 Sample size
Due to limited resources and time, the study was limited to 248 science teachers; this
number has been adopted from the sample size table developed by Krejcie & Morgan (1970)
(See Appendix A).

3.5 Data collection Tool
A questionnaire is defined as a research tool enclosing of a sequence of queries for the
rationale of collecting data from respondents, so a well structured Likert scale based
questionnaire was prepared to gather data for the current study. It was divided into several parts
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according to the variables selected and repose frequency was calculated through a 5 point Likert
scale (See Appendix-B).

3.6 Sources of Data collection
Data was collected from secondary and higher secondary trained science teachers.
Secondary data was collected from PITE while Tertiary data was collected from Abstracts,
Catalogues, Encyclopedia, Dictionaries, Bibliographies, Citation indexes, Textbooks and
Handbooks.

3.7 Validity and Reliability of the instrument
3.7.1 Validity
To validate the tool, the pilot study was accomplished by the researcher in the field. For
this purpose 20 non- sampled participants were selected and data was collected from them. This
data provides the validity of the instrument.

3.7.2 Reliability
2.7.2.1 Cumulative Reliability
The reliability of tool used in this study was calculated by using Cronbach alpha coefficient,
providing score of 0.909 for the questionnaire cumulatively (for report, see Appendix-C).
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2.7.2.2 Item wise

Variables

Alpha coefficient

Results

Overall Effectiveness

0.882

Reliable

Needs focused

0.736

Reliable

Content offered

0.821

Reliable

Teacher‟s Performance

0.901

Reliable

Instructional Strategies

0.861

Reliable

Training Assessment

0.914

Reliable

Table 3.3 Item wise reliability

The table demonstrates the findings of reliability statistics. The main aim for the picking
the reliability test was to make sure the internal validity of the variables. The figures confirm that
the alpha values of the variables are greater than the standard value (.07) which shows they are
reliable and are discussed in chapter-4 in detail.

3.8 Data Collection Procedure
Likert scale based questionnaire was implemented as a device for the collection of
collection. After pilot study and refining process, this tool was used to gather responses from the
trainees after training has been provided. To attain the exact result on questionnaire, the
researcher tried to summit the audience personally in close vicinity, while other sources and
email were also used for far off audience. The process is summarized as under.
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a) A letter from university was obtained for data collection from PITE. (See
Annuxre-3).
b) Permission from PITE and department was taken for data collection.
c) Subsequent to authorization, list of the school addresses was attained.
Aforementioned permission from the teachers in the selected institutions was also
taken. Finally data was gathered from 248 participants.

3.9 Data analysis and interpretation
Subsequent to collection, the data was compiled in logical classes to extract some general
prototype, to make calculations smooth and to deduce it in a mode that is comprehensible to all
the concerned.
A meeting was done with the econometric expert to apply the appropriate statistical tests
to interpret the data, and then the data was evaluated by using statistical formulas through SPSS
version 23. The performance evaluation was done partially and holistically. The data were
interpreted and articulated in percentage. Inferential statistics was applied to it.
For quantities analysis of closed ended 30 items, individual frequency tables were used
showing Chi-square results while keeping P-value at 0.000. For qualitative analysis of remaining
items included in the questionnaire, the answers of the open ended questions were converted into
arguments and are also discussed in chapter-4. Regression and ANOVA were also used.
After analysis, Findings were made and conclusions were drawn. Recommendations were
offered consequently to accomplish the objectives.
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3.10 Variables & their Measurements
All the variables are reflected through 5 items in the questionnaire and Likert scale was applied
to each item.
3.10.1 Dependent variable
Training Effectiveness

The present study used the training effectiveness as the dependent variable.
3.10.2 Independent variables
Training Needs
This study acquired the training needs as the independent variable.
Training Syllabus
This study acquired the training contents as the independent variable.
Teachers Performance
This study acquired the teacher‟s performance as the independent variable.
Instructional Strategies
This study acquired the instructional strategies as the independent variable.
Training Assessment
This study acquired the training assessment as the independent variable.
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3.11

Conceptual Framework of the study

Training Needs

Training Contents

Instructional Strategies

Training Assessment

Reaction

Training Effectiveness

Behaviour

Results

Teachers Performance

3.12 Regression
In research studies most commonly and generally used tool for predictive analysis is
linear regression. The main use of regression is not only to illustrate data but also to explicate the
connection among the variables.

This study was focused to uncover the consequence of training needs, training contents,
teacher‟s performance, instructional strategies and training assessment on training effectiveness
among the science teachers working in the secondary schools in KPK. The objective of taking
the regression was to estimate the variance explained by the study independent variables
(training needs, training contents, teacher‟s performance, instructional strategies and training
assessment) on the dependent variable. Here, in this study regression approximation are utilized
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to explain data and to elucidate the connection among variables. The regression model equation
used is given by:

Y(TE) = βo+ β1 (TN) + β 2 (TC) + β 3 (TP) + β 4 (IS) + β 5 (TA)+
Where
TE

=

Overall Training effectiveness

TN

=

Training needs

TC

=

Training content

TP

=

Teacher Performance

IS

=

Instructional Strategies

TA

=

Training Assessment

ε…...(1)
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Chapter: 4
RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
4.1

Introduction
The section has included the results taken from the model proposed in the research

methodology. The chapter consists of the descriptive of the items included in the questionnaire
by their frequencies and percentage, chi-square and p-values. This chapter has included the test
of regression for knowing the effect of independent variables on the dependent variable.

4.2

Reliability

Variables

Item number

Alpha coefficient

Result

Overall Effectiveness

Q1- Q5

0.882

Reliable

Needs focused

Q6- Q10

0.736

Reliable

Content offered

Q11- Q15

0.821

Reliable

Teacher‟s Performance

Q16- Q20

0.901

Reliable

Instructional Strategies

Q21- Q25

0.861

Reliable

Training Assessment

Q26- Q30

0.914

Reliable

This table gives the results of reliability statistics that is adopted to ensure the validity
and reliability of the included variables. Prime objective behind the picking of this statistics was
to make sure the internal validity of the variables. The test of reliability which has been
estimated with the help of Cronbach alpha is basically used to confirm the internal consistency of
the factors taken in the questionnaire which has been used for the data collection. The values
show that the Cronbach alpha values of the variables are higher than the standard (0.70) which
means that the selected variables are reliable.
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4.3

Frequency Tables

Item 1: Science teachers’ training by PITE was a well-regarded event for the science teachers
Table-4.1: Science training Event
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

9

3.6

D

44

17.7

N

43

17.3

A

127

51.2

SA

25

10.1

Total

248

100.0

167.72

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of sample responses of the respondents on the basis
of Likert scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose to check
the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance level has
been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The individuals
were asked “Science teachers’ training by PITE was a well-regarded event for the science
teachers”. The findings of table showed that 127 persons with 51.2 percent are satisfied with the
training programs while 44 persons with 17.7 are not satisfied with the sessions of training
programs and 43 persons with 17.3 percent remains neutral and did not reply to the item. The
findings argued that the majority of the individuals are agreed to the question. The chi-square
value is 167 which is greater than the standard value along with the significant p-value i.e. .000;
it concludes the significance of the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 2: All the needed facilities including boarding and lodging, meal and timing were up to
the mark.
Table- 4.2: Provision of Physical facilities
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

157

63.3

N

25

10.1

A

57

23

SA

9

3.6

Total

248

100.0

213.35

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired reply
on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire method.
The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the significant
distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more categories.
The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the category
for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “All the needed
facilities including boarding and lodging, meal and timing were up to the mark.” .The findings
argued that 157 individuals with 63.3 percent are satisfied with the availability of the facilities
for the training, 57 individuals with 23 percent are not satisfied and 25 individuals with 10
percent are remained neutral. The value of chi-square in the table is 213.35 with p-value .000
which have concluded that the value of the item is significant which means that there is a
significant difference among the expected and observed distribution of the items asked from the
individuals.
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Item 3: There was a really conducive environment for andragogical practice.
Table- 4.3: Conducive environment
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

18

7.3

N

9

3.6

A

221

89.1

SA

0

0

Total

248

100.0

347.71

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of sample responses of the respondents on the basis
of Likert scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has included the value of chi-square for the purpose to
check the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance level
has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “There was a really conducive environment for andragogical practice”.
The findings of table showed that 221 individuals with 89.1 percent are satisfied with the training
programs while 18 individuals with 7.3 are not satisfied with the environment of training
programs and 9 individuals with 3.6 percent remains neutral and did not reply to the item. The
findings argued that the majority of the individuals are agreed to the question. The value of chisquare is 347.71 which is greater than the standard value along with the significant p-value i.e.
.000 which justifies the significance of the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 4: Training venue was fully furnished for the smooth induction process.
Table- 4.4: Facilities available

Teacher

Ch-square

Scale

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

168

67.7

N

16

6.5

A

36

14.5

SA

28

11.3

Total

248

100.0

224.90

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the
significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more
categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the
category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “Training
venue was fully furnished for the smooth induction process”. The findings showed that 168
individuals with 67.7 percent are dissatisfied with the availability of the facilities at venue of the
training, 36 individuals with 14.5 percent are satisfied with the item and 16 individuals with 6.5
percent are leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 224.90 with pvalue .000 which have concluded that the chi-square value of the item is significant which means
that there is a significant difference among the expected and observed distribution of the items
asked from the individuals.
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Item 5: There was an effective and appropriate sequence in steps, events and activities with
robust time frame.
Table- 4.5: Proper order of activities
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

27

10.9

N

27

10.9

A

194

78.2

SA

0

0

Total

248

100.0

244.90

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose to check
the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance level has
been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The individuals
were asked “There was an effective and appropriate sequence in steps, events and activities
with robust time frame”. The findings of table showed that 194 individuals with 78.2 percent are
satisfied with the training programs while 27 individuals with 10.9 are not satisfied with the
sessions of training programs and 27 individuals with 10.9 percent leftover neutral to the item.
The findings argued that the majority of the individuals are agreed to the question. The value of
chi-square is 224.90 which is greater than the standard value along with the significant p-value
i.e. .000 which justifies the significance of the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 6: The clearly defined objectives were shared with the trainees earlier.

Table- 4.6: Objectives defined
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

32

12.9

N

16

6.5

A

147

59.3

SA

53

21.4

Total

248

100.0

166.48

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square for checking the significant distribution
between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more categories. The values
calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the category for the item
asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “The clearly defined objectives
were shared with the trainees earlier”. The findings showed that 147 individuals with 59.3
percent are satisfied with the clarity of the objectives for the training, 32 individuals with 12.9
percent are not satisfied with the item and 16 individuals with 6.5 percent are leftover neutral to
the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 166.48 with p-value .000 which have
concluded that the chi-square value of the item is significant which means that there is a
significant difference among the expected and observed distribution of the items asked from the
individuals.
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Item 7: The facilitators promoted interactive environment in their sessions.

Table-4.7: Interactive Environment
Scale

Frequency

Percentage

SD

2

1

D

7

3

N

28

11

A

210

85

SA

1

0

Total

248

100.0

189.99

P-value

.000

Teacher

Ch-square

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose to check
the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance level has
been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The individuals
were asked “The facilitators promoted interactive environment in their sessions”. The findings
show that 210 individuals with 85 percent are satisfied with the training programs while 7
individuals with 3 are not satisfied with the sessions of training programs and 28 individuals with
11 percent leftover neutral to the item. The findings argued that the majority of the individuals
are agreed to the question. The value of chi-square is 189.99 which is greater than the standard
value along with the significant p-value i.e. .000 which justifies the significance of the items
included in the questionnaire.
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Item 8: The material shared by the facilitators was organized and easily understandable.

Table- 4.8: Learning Material
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

12

5

N

21

8

A

196

79

SA

19

8

Total

248

100.0

177.12

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the
significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more
categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the
category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “The material
shared by the facilitators was organized and easily understandable”. The findings argued that
196 individuals with 79 percent are satisfied with the availability of the material and ease, 12
individuals with 5 percent are not satisfied with the item and 21 individuals with 8 percent are
leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 177.12 with p-value .000
which have concluded that the chi-square value of the item is significant which means that there
is a significant difference among the expected and observed distribution of the items asked from
the individuals.
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Item 9: Duration of the sessions was appropriate as needed.

Table-4.9: Duration of Sessions
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

30

12

N

17

7

A

198

80

SA

3

1

Total

248

100.0

212.22

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose of
checking the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance
level has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “Duration of the sessions was appropriate as needed”. The findings of
table showed that 198 individuals with 80 percent are satisfied with the duration of sessions
while 30 individuals with 12 percent are not satisfied and 17 individuals with 7 percent leftover
neutral to the item. The findings showed that the majority of the individuals are agreed to the
question. The value of chi-square is 212.22 which is greater than the standard value along with
the significant p-value i.e. .000 which justifes the significance of the items included in the
questionnaire.
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Item 10: Training was based on practical approach and job needs were addressed.

Table- 4.10: Practical and Need based training
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

45

18.1

N

44

17.7

A

159

64.1

SA

0

0

Total

248

100.0

105.73

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of five
point Likert scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark
the desired reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to nonquestionnaire method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to
check the significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one
or more categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate
response in the category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked
“Training was based on practical approach and job needs were addressed”. The findings
showed that 159 individuals with 64 percent are satisfied with the job based material for the
training, 45 individuals with 18 percent are not satisfied with the item and 44 individuals with
17.7 percent are leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 105.73
with p-value .000 which have concluded that the chi-square value of the item is significant which
means that there is a significant difference among the expected and observed distribution of the
items asked from the individuals.
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Item 11: The facilitators had up to the mark knowledge and skills.

Table-4.11: Facilitator‟s knowhow
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

1

0

D

186

75

N

12

5

A

31

13

SA

10

4

Total

248

100.0

231.92

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of five
point Likert scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the
study individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose of
checking the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance
level has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “The facilitators had up to the mark knowledge and skills”. The
findings of table showed that 186 individuals with 75 percent are not satisfied with the
facilitator‟s knowhow while 31 individuals with 13 are satisfied and 12 individuals with 5
percent leftover neutral to the item. The findings showed that the majority of the individuals are
agreed to the question. The value of chi-square is 231.92 which is greater than the standard value
along with the significant p-value i.e. .000 which justifies the significance of the items included
in the questionnaire.
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Item 12: The activities included were directly applicable to real class room.

Table-4.12: Applicable activities
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

2

1

D

203

82

N

11

4

A

29

12

SA

3

1

Total

248

100.0

217.12

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of five
point Likert scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark
the desired reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to nonquestionnaire method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to
check the significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one
or more categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate
response in the category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked
“The activities included were directly applicable to real class room”. The findings showed that
203 individuals with 82 percent are satisfied with the applicable activities, 29 individuals with 12
percent are not satisfied with the item and 11 individuals with 4 percent are leftover neutral to
the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 217.12 with p-value .000 which have
concluded that the chi-square value of the item is significant which means that there is a
significant different among the expected and observed distribution of the items asked from the
individuals.
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Item 13: The training provided us with some new knowledge and novel skills.

Table-4.13: Gain new ideas

Teacher

Ch-square

Scale

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

27

11

N

13

5

A

204

82

SA

4

2

Total

248

100.0

267.16

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of five
point Likert scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the
study individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose to
check the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance level
has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “The training provided us with some new knowledge and novel skills”.
The findings showed that 204 individuals with 82 percent are satisfied with the novel ideas while
27 individuals with 11 are not satisfied and 13 individuals with 5 percent leftover neutral to the
item. The findings showed that the majority of the individuals are satisfied to the question. The
value of chi-square is 347.71 which is greater than the standard value along with the significant
p-value i.e. .000 which justifies the significance of the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 14: The activities and exercises used were related to the job description of the science
teachers.

Table-4.14: Related to job description
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

5

2

D

34

14

N

8

3

A

182

73

SA

19

8

Total

248

100.0

214.50

P-value

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of five
point Likert scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark
the desired reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to nonquestionnaire method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to
check the significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one
or more categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate
response in the category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked
“The activities and exercises used were related to the job description of the science teachers”.
The findings showed that 182 individuals with 73 percent are satisfied with the exercises for the
training, 34 individuals with 14 percent are not satisfied with the item and 8 individuals with 3
percent are leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 214.50 with pvalue .000 which have concluded that the chi-square value of the item is significant which means
that there is a significant difference among the expected and observed distribution of the items
asked from the individuals.
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Item 15: This training should be extended to all science teachers.

Table-4.15: More teachers involved
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

3

1

D

41

17

N

5

2

A

171

69

SA

28

11

Total

248

100.0

285.66

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of five
point Likert scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the
study individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose of
checking the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance
level has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “This training should be extended to all science teachers”. The findings
of table showed that 171 individuals with 69 percent suggests for the program extension while 41
individuals with 17 are not suggesting and 5 individuals with 2 percent leftover neutral to the
item. The findings argued that the majority of the individuals are agreed to the extension. The
value of chi-square is 285.66 which is greater than the standard value along with the significant
p-value i.e. .000 which justifies the significance of the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 16: My lesson planning and development skills were polished in this training program.

Table- 4.16: Skills polished

Teacher

Ch-square

Scale

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

47

19

N

9

4

A

153

62

SA

39

16

Total

248

100.0

311.51

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of five
point Likert scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark
the desired reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to nonquestionnaire method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to
check the significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one
or more categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate
response in the category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked
“My lesson planning and development skills were polished in this training program”. The
findings showed that 153 individuals with 62 percent are satisfied with the planning skills, 47
individuals with 19 percent are not satisfied with the item and 9 individuals with 4 percent are
leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 311.51 with p-value .000
which have concluded that the chi-square value of the item is significant which means that there
is a significant different among the expected and observed distribution of the items asked from
the individuals.
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Item 17: My class room management skill for providing collaborative environment to students
was improved.

Table- 4.17: Classroom Management skill improved
Scale
Frequency

Percentage

SD

5

2

D

49

20

N

10

4

A

180

73

SA

4

2

Total

248

100.0

398.43

P-value

.000

Teacher

Ch-square

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of five
point Likert scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the
study individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose of
checking the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance
level has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “My class room management skill for providing collaborative
environment to students was improved”. The findings showed that 180 individuals with 73
percent are satisfied with the class room skills while 49 individuals with 20 are not satisfied and
10 8 individuals with 4 percent leftover neutral to the item. The findings showed that the
majority of the individuals are satisfied to the question. The value of chi-square is 398.43 which
is greater than the standard value along with the significant p-value i.e. .000 which concludes the
significance of the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 18: My capacity to achieve learning outcomes by using low cost material was further
developed.

Table-4.18: Use of low cost material
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

6

2.4

N

42

16.9

A

3

1.2

SA

197

79.4

Total

248

100.0

407.12

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the
significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more
categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the
category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “My capacity
to achieve learning outcomes by using low cost material was further developed”. The findings
showed that 197 individuals with 79.4 percent are satisfied with the use of low cost material, 6
individuals with 2.4 percent are not satisfied with the item and 42 individuals with 16.9 percent
are leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 417.12 with p-value
.000 which have justified that the chi-square value of the item is significant which means that
there is a significant different among the expected and observed distribution of the items asked
from the individuals.
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Item 19: After training, I am in better position to promote independent and critical thinking
among the students.

Table-4.19: Promoting skills in students
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

16

6

N

16

6

A

116

47

SA

100

40

Total

248

100.0

487.60

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose of
checking the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance
level has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “After training, I am in better position to promote independent and
critical thinking among the students”. The findings of table showed that 116 individuals with 47
percent are satisfied with the creative skills while 16 individuals with 6 are not satisfied and 16
individuals with 6 percent leftover to the item. The findings showed that the majority of the
individuals are satisfied to the question. The value of chi-square is 487.60 which is greater than
the standard value along with the significant p-value i.e. .000 which concludes the significance
of the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 20: As a teacher, my communications with the students became more refined due to
training.
Table-4.20: Communication skills polished
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

7

3

D

54

22

N

11

4

A

152

61

SA

24

10

Total

248

100.0

138.19

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the
significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more
categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the
category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “As a teacher,
my communications with the students became more refined due to training”. The findings
showed that 152 individuals with 61 percent are satisfied with the communication skills, 54
individuals with 22 percent are not satisfied with the item and 11 individuals with 4 percent are
leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 138.19 with p-value .000
which have justified that the chi-square value of the item is significant which means that there is
a significant different among the expected and observed distribution of the items asked from the
individuals.
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Item 21: The mannerism and aesthetic component of my teaching (Professionalism) has
improved.

Table-4.21: Professionalism improved
Scale

Frequency

Percentage

SD

9

4

D

20

8

N

13

5

A

155

63

SA

51

21

Total

248

100.0

167.72

P-value

.000

Teacher

Ch-square

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose to check
the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance level has
been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The individuals
were asked “The mannerism and aesthetic component of my teaching (Professionalism) has
improved”. The findings showed that 155 individuals with 63 percent are satisfied with the
aesthetic improvement while 20 individuals with 8 are not satisfied and 13 individuals with 5
percent leftover neutral to the item. The findings showed that the majority of the individuals are
agreed to the question. The value of chi-square is 167.72 which is greater than the standard value
along with the significant p-value i.e. .000 which concludes the significance of the items
included in the questionnaire.
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Item 22: Training nourished me a lot in selecting blended learning based instructional
strategies that are more active.

Table-4.22: Blended learning model usage
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

57

23.0

N

25

10.1

A

157

63.3

SA

9

3.6

Total

248

100.0

213.35

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the
significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more
categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the
category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “Training
nourished me a lot in selecting blended learning based instructional strategies that are more
active”. The findings showed that 157 individuals with 63.3 percent are satisfied with the
strategies selection, 57 individuals with 23 percent are not satisfied with the item and 25
individuals with 10 percent are leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the
table is 213.35 with p-value .000 which have justified that the chi-square value of the item is
significant which means that there is a significant different among the expected and observed
distribution of the items asked from the individuals.
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Item 23: Probing of students’ learning level through questions and queries was furnished in
these training sessions.

Table-4.23: students‟ assessment
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

3

1

D

29

12

N

25

10

A

175

71

SA

16

6

Total

248

100.0

298.11

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose of
checking the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance
level has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “Probing of students’ learning level through questions and queries was
furnished in these training sessions”. The findings showed that 175 individuals with 71 percent
are satisfied with the probing question techniques while 29 individuals with 12 are not satisfied
and 25 individuals with 10 percent leftover neutral to the item. The findings showed that the
majority of the individuals are agreed to the question. The value of chi-square is 298.11 which is
greater than the standard value along with the significant p-value i.e. .000 which concludes the
significance of the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 24: In training, I understood the diversity among the students through the dimension of
multiple intelligences theory.

Table-4.24: Use of Multiple Intelligence
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

36

14.5

N

16

6.5

A

168

67.7

SA

28

11.3

Total

248

100.0

244.90

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the
significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more
categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the
category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “In training, I
understood the diversity among the students through the dimension of multiple intelligences
theory”. The findings showed that 168 individuals with 67.7 percent are satisfied with the idea of
multiple intelligences, 36 individuals with 14.5 percent are not satisfied with the item and 16
individuals with 6.5 percent are leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the
table is 244.90 with p-value .000 which have concluded that the chi-square value of the item is
significant which means that there is a significant different among the expected and observed
distribution of the items asked from the individuals.
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Item 25: I got equipped with bloom’s taxonomy based holistic development of the students.
Table-4.25: Concept of holistic development
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

6

2.4

N

42

16.9

A

3

1.2

SA

197

79.4

Total

248

100.0

407.12

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose of
checking the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance
level has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “I got equipped with bloom’s taxonomy based holistic development of
the students”. The findings showed that 197 individuals with 79.4 percent are satisfied with the
holistic development concept while 6 individuals with 2.4 are not satisfied and 42 individuals
with 16.9 percent leftover neutral to the item. The findings showed that the majority of the
individuals are agreed to the question. The value of chi-square is 407.12 which is greater than the
standard value along with the significant p-value i.e. .000 which concludes the significance of
the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 26: I have got a rich idea of using formative as well as summative assessment for
gauging students’ progress.

Table-4.26: Learned Assessment methodology
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

8

3

D

37

15

N

12

5

A

179

72

SA

12

5

Total

248

100.0

274.10

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the
significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more
categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the
category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “I have got a
rich idea of using formative as well as summative assessment for gauging students’ progress”.
The findings showed that 179 individuals with 72 percent are satisfied with the assessment
methodology, 37 individuals with 15 percent are not satisfied with the item and 12 individuals
with 5 percent are leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 274.10
with p-value .000 which have justified that the chi-square value of the item is significant which
means that there is a significant different among the expected and observed distribution of the
items asked from the individuals.
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Item 27: After training, I am able to use creative and thought provoking home assignment and
group assignment.

Table- 4.27: Development of Proper Home assignment
Scale
Frequency

Percentage

SD

0

0

D

9

4

N

18

7

A

219

88

SA

2

1

Total

248

100.0

517.11

P-value

.000

Teacher

Ch-square

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose to check
the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance level has
been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The individuals
were asked “After training, I am able to use creative and thought provoking home assignment
and group assignment”. The findings showed that 219 individuals with 88 percent are satisfied
assignment ideas while 9 individuals with 4 are not satisfied and 18 individuals with 7 percent
leftover neutral to the item. The findings argued that the majority of the individuals are agreed to
the question. The value of chi-square is 517.11 which is greater than the standard value along
with the significant p-value i.e. .000 which concludes the significance of the items included in
the questionnaire.
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Item 28: Training provided me with clear picture of my job description as depicted in National
professional standard document.
Table-4.28: National professional standards
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

2

1

D

196

79

N

23

9

A

17

7

SA

10

4

Total

248

100.0

341.18

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the
significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more
categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the
category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “Training
provided me with clear picture of my job description as depicted in National professional
standard document”. The findings showed that 196 individuals with 79 percent are satisfied with
the professional standards learning, 17 individuals with 7 percent are not satisfied with the item
and 23 individuals with 9 percent are leftover neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in
the table is 341.18 with p-value .000 which have justified that the chi-square value of the item is
significant which means that there is a significant different among the expected and observed
distribution of the items asked from the individuals.
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Item 29: I feel a significant difference in my instructional performance and skills after getting
subject based training.

Table- 4.29: Improvement in Instructional performance
Scale
Frequency

Percentage

SD

7

3

D

36

15

N

19

8

A

181

73

SA

5

2

Total

248

100.0

291.37

P-value

.000

Teacher

Ch-square

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis of Likert
scale. The purpose of the frequency table is that to evaluate the responses of the study
individuals on a specific reply. The study has used the test of chi-square for the purpose of
checking the relationship of the items with the study objective is significant. The significance
level has been measured by p-value. The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The
individuals were asked “I feel a significant difference in my instructional performance and
skills after getting subject based training”. The findings showed that 181 individuals with 73
percent are satisfied with improvement in their instructions while 36 individuals with 15 are not
satisfied and 19 individuals with 8 percent leftover neutral to the item. The findings showed that
the majority of the individuals are agreed to the question. The value of chi-square is 291.37
which is greater than the standard value along with the significant p-value i.e. .000 which
concludes the significance of the items included in the questionnaire.
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Item 30: There is a visible difference in my students’ achievement in post training scenario.

Table-4.30: Students‟ achievement
Scale

Teacher

Ch-square

Frequency

Percentage

SD

10

4

D

26

10

N

15

6

A

195

79

SA

2

1

Total

248

100.0

301.13

P-value

.000

Table is the output of the distribution of the respondent‟s responses on the basis Likert
scale. The Likert scale has been used due to the fact that the individuals will mark the desired
reply on the scale and it will be easy to point out the issue as compared to non-questionnaire
method. The table has included the value of chi-square which has been used to check the
significant distribution between the expected frequency and observed frequency in one or more
categories. The values calculated from the distribution to check the most accurate response in the
category for the item asked in the questionnaire. The individuals have been asked “There is a
visible difference in my students’ achievement in post training scenario”. The findings showed
that 195 individuals with 79 percent are satisfied with the students‟ performance, 26 individuals
with 10 percent are not satisfied with the item and 15 individuals with 6 percent are leftover
neutral to the question. The value of chi-square in the table is 301.13 with p-value .000 which
have concluded that the chi-square value of the item is significant which means that there is a
significant different among the expected and observed distribution of the items asked from the
individuals.
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4.4

Regression

Table 4.32: Variable dependency
Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R

Change Statistics

Square

R Square

F Change

df1

df2

Sig. F

Change
1

.810

a

.797

.797

Change
.797

2274.911

5

242

.000

The above calculation is the result of model summary which is used in the study for
checking the role of training need, training content, teacher performance, instructional strategies
and training assessment on its effectiveness. The value of R-square or coefficient of
determination is .797 which means that the independent variables have 79 percent consequences
on the training effectiveness OR training need, training content, teacher performance,
instructional strategies and training assessment are having 79 percent relations on the its
effectiveness. The value of correlation coefficient is .810 which suggested that training need,
content, teacher performance, instructional strategies and training assessment and training
effectiveness are related about 81 percent. The p-value of model summary is .000 which means
that the selected model is statistically significant.
Table 4.33: Significance
a

ANOVA
Model

Sum of Squares
Regression

1

Residual
Total

df

Mean Square

34.549

5

6.910

.735

242

.003

35.284

247

F
227.911

Sig.
.000

b

a. Dependent Variable: training effectiveness

The table shows the result of anova that has been applied for checking the statistical
significance of the model. The table includes the F-value which can be use in this regard. The
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standard of F-value is 4 and the value of the model is 227.91 which is more than standard and
confirms that the selected model is significant.

Table 4.33: Parameter
Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized

t

Sig.

Coefficients
B
(Constant)

Std. Error
-.290

.059

Training needs

.418

.020

Training Content

.051

Teacher performance
Instructional strategies

Beta
-4.943

.000

.499

20.624

.000

.029

.038

1.750

.081

.799

.030

.735

27.009

.000

1.068

.021

1.043

49.850

.000

.451

.018

.329

25.604

.000

1

Training assessment

The table is the result of regression parameter OR coefficient of regression. The objective
of the table was to check per unit change in the training effectiveness owing to training need,
content, teacher performance, instructional strategies and training assessment. The finding of
beta and t-value suggested that training need is having positive but significant effect on the
training effectiveness. The findings also suggested that teacher performance, instructional
strategies and training assessment are having positive and significant while training content is
having insignificant impact on training success.
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4.5

Factor Analysis

4.5.1Training Effectiveness
Table 4.34:
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Approx. Chi-Square
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

df
Sig.

.832
140.228
10
.000

The table provides the results of KMO and Bartlett‟s test that is used in the present study
to calculate the validity of the factors used in the study. The purpose of the test was to check the
validity of the single variable which has been estimated by multiple factors. The significance of
the test authenticates that the factor analysis can be done. The value of the test is more than .70
which means that the value is significant and the factor analysis can be applied.
Table 4.35:
Item
1

Science teachers‟ training by PITE was a well-regarded event.

2

All the needed facilities including boarding and lodging, meal and timing were

Extracted
value
.470
.358

up to the mark.
3

There was a really conducive environment for andragogical practice.

.805

4

Training venue was fully furnished for the smooth induction process.

.715

5

There was an effective and appropriate sequence in steps, events and activities

.630

with robust time frame.
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The table has shown the extracted values of the items which have been included in the
study. The lower values of the items confirm that the variable should be extracted from the
multiple items which confirms the ongoing factor analysis process.

Table 4.36:
Component

Initial Eigenvalues
Total

% of Variance

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative %

1

1.611

32.214

32.214

2

.368

27.357

59.571

3

.888

17.759

77.330

4

.749

14.977

92.306

5

.385

7.694

100.000

Total
1.611

% of Variance
32.214

Cumulative %
32.214

The above table shows the variance elucidated by the multiple items for the one variable.
The findings show that the variance explained by the extracted variable is more than the items
included.
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Table 4.37:
Item

Rotated
Value
.810

1

Science teachers‟ training by PITE was a well-regarded event.

2

All the needed facilities including boarding and lodging, meal and timing
were up to the mark.

.791

3

There was a really conducive environment for andragogical practice.

.915

4

Training venue was fully furnished for the smooth induction process.

.856

5

There was an effective and appropriate sequence in steps, events and
activities with robust time frame.

.750
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After the complete process of factor analysis, the table has been drawn for the higher
extracted component values. The higher values than the standard value justifies the findings of
factor analysis have been found significant.
4.5.2 Training need
Table 4.38:
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

.801

Approx. Chi-Square

140.228

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

df
Sig.

10
.000

This table is results of KMO and Bartlett‟s test which is applied in the present study to
evaluate the validity of the factors used in the study. The purpose of the test was to check the
validity of the single variable which has been estimated by multiple factors. The significance of
the test authenticates that the factor analysis can be done. The value of the test is more than .70
which means that the value is significant and the factor analysis can be applied.
Table 4.39:
Item

Extracted
value
.512

6

The clearly defined objectives were shared with the trainees
earlier.

7

The facilitators promoted interactive environment in their
sessions.

.777

8

The material shared by the facilitators was organized and easily
understandable.

.777

9

Duration of the sessions was appropriate as needed.

.512

10

Training was based on practical approach and job needs were
addressed.

.204
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This table has shown the extracted values of the items which have been included in the
study. The lower values of the items confirm that the variable should be extracted from the
multiple items which confirms the ongoing factor analysis process.

Table 4.40:
Component

Initial Eigenvalues
Total

% of Variance

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative %

1

2.544

50.887

50.887

2

.775

35.492

86.379

3

.681

13.621

100.000

4

1.001E-013

1.016E-013

100.000

5

1.001E-013

1.011E-013

100.000

Total
2.544

% of Variance

Cumulative %

50.887

The above table shown the variance elucidated by the multiple items for the one variable.
The findings show that the variance explained by the extracted variable is more than the items
included.

50.887
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Table 4.41:
Item

Rotated
value
.942

6

The clearly defined objectives were shared with the trainees
earlier.

7

The facilitators promoted interactive environment in their
sessions.

.996

8

The material shared by the facilitators was organized and easily
understandable.

.996

9

Duration of the sessions was appropriate as needed.

.942

10

Training was based on practical approach and job needs were
addressed.

.442
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After the complete process of factor analysis, the table has been drawn for the higher
extracted component values. The higher values than the standard value argued that the findings
of factor analysis have been found significant.
4.5.3Training content
Table 4.42:
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

.848

Approx. Chi-Square

149.250

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

df
Sig.

10
.000

This table shows the result of KMO and Bartlett‟s test that is applied in the present study to
evaluate the validity of the factors used in the study. The purpose of the test was to check the
validity of the single variable which has been estimated by multiple factors. The significance of
the test authenticates that the factor analysis can be done. The value of the test is more than .70
which means that the value is significant and the factor analysis can be applied.
Table 4.43:
Item

Extracted
value
.695

11

The facilitators had up to the mark knowledge and skills.

12

The activities included were directly applicable to real class room.

.715

13

The training provided us with some new knowledge and novel skills.

.681

14

The activities and exercises used were related to the job description of the
science teachers.

.674

15

This training should be extended to all science teachers.

.626
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The table has shown the extracted values of the items which have been included in the study. The
lower values of the items confirm that the variable should be extracted from the multiple items
which confirms the ongoing factor analysis process.

Table 4.44:
Component

Initial Eigenvalues
Total

% of Variance

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative %

1

1.592

31.838

31.838

2

.377

27.531

59.369

3

.040

20.791

80.160

4

.583

11.664

91.823

5

.409

8.177

100.000

Total
1.592

% of Variance
31.838

Cumulative %
31.838

The above table shown the variance elucidated by the multiple items for the one variable.
The findings show that the variance explained by the extracted variable is more than the items
included.
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Table 4.45:
Item

Rotated
value
.885

11

The facilitators had up to the mark knowledge and skills.

12

The activities included were directly applicable to real class room.

.916

13

The training provided us with some new knowledge and novel skills.

.873

14

The activities and exercises used were related to the job description of the
science teachers.

.762

15

This training should be extended to all science teachers.

.809
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After the complete process of factor analysis, the table has been drawn for the higher
extracted component values. The higher values than the standard value argued that the findings
of factor analysis have been found significant.
4.5.4 Teacher performance
Table 4.46:
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

.819

Approx. Chi-Square

149.250

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

df
Sig.

10
.000

This table shows the result of KMO and Bartlett‟s test that is applied in the present study
to evaluate the validity of the factors used in the study. The purpose of the test was to check the
validity of the single variable which has been estimated by multiple factors. The significance of
the KMO and Bartlett‟s test authenticates that the factor analysis can be done. The value of the
test is more than .70 which means that the value is significant and the factor analysis can be
applied.
Table 4.47:
Item

Extracted

16

My lesson planning and development skills were polished in this training program.

.934

17

My class room management skill for providing collaborative environment to
students was improved.

.934

18

My capacity to achieve learning outcomes by using low cost material was further
developed.

.428

19

After training, I am in better position to promote independent and critical thinking
among the students.

.754
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20

As a teacher, my communications with the students became more refined due to
training.

.780

The table has shown the extracted values of the items which have been included in the
study. The lower values of the items confirm that the variable should be extracted from the
multiple items which confirm the ongoing factor analysis process.

Table 4.48:
Component

Initial Eigenvalues
Total

% of Variance

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative %

1

2.426

48.530

48.530

2

.302

26.049

74.579

3

.822

16.441

91.020

4

.449

8.980

100.000

5

-1.000E-013

-1.009E-013

100.000

Total
2.426

% of Variance

Cumulative %

48.530

The above table shown the variance elucidated by the multiple items for the one variable.
The findings show that the variance explained by the extracted variable is more than the items
included.

48.530
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Table 4.49:
Item

Rotated

16

My lesson planning and development skills were polished in this training
program.

.631

17

My class room management skill for providing collaborative environment to
students was improved.

.631

18

My capacity to achieve learning outcomes by using low cost material was
further developed.

.663

19

After training, I am in better position to promote independent and critical
thinking among the students.

.666

20

As a teacher, my communications with the students became more refined due to
training.

.734

After the complete process of factor analysis, the table has been drawn for the higher extracted
component values. The higher values than the standard value argued that the findings of factor
analysis have been found significant.
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4.5.5 Instructional strategies
Table 4.50:
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

.867

Approx. Chi-Square

210.355

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

df
Sig.

10
.000

This table is the result of KMO and Bartlett‟s test that is applied in the present study to
evaluate the validity of the factors used in the study. The purpose of the test was to check the
validity of the single variable which has been estimated by multiple factors. The significance of
the test authenticates that the factor analysis can be done. The value of the test is more than .70
which means that the value is significant and the factor analysis can be applied.
Table 4.51:
Item

Extracted

21

The mannerism and aesthetic component of my teaching (Professionalism) has
improved.

.441

22

Training nourished me a lot in selecting instructional strategies of Blended
learning that are more active.

.698

23

Proving of students‟ learning level through questions and queries was furnished
in these training sessions.

.623

24

In training, I understood the diversity among the students through the dimension
of multiple intelligences theory.

.723

25

I got equipped with bloom‟s taxonomy based holistic development of the
students.

.705

This table has shown the extracted values of the items which have been included in the study.
The lower values of the items confirm that the variable should be extracted from the multiple
items which confirms the ongoing factor analysis process.
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Table 4.52:
Component

Initial Eigenvalues
Total

% of Variance

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative %

1

2.012

40.230

40.230

2

.179

23.576

63.806

3

.783

15.660

79.466

4

.702

14.045

93.511

5

.324

6.489

100.000

Total
2.012

% of Variance
40.230

Cumulative %
40.230

The above table shown the variance elucidated by the multiple items for the one variable.
The findings show that the variance explained by the extracted variable is more than the items
included.
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Table 4.53:
Item

Rotated

21

The mannerism and aesthetic component of my teaching (Professionalism) has
improved.

.887

22

Training nourished me a lot in selecting instructional strategies of Blended
learning that are more active.

.903

23

Proving of students‟ learning level through questions and queries was furnished
in these training sessions.

.914

24

In training, I understood the diversity among the students through the dimension
of multiple intelligences theory.

.875

25

I got equipped with bloom‟s taxonomy based holistic development of the
students.

.879

After the complete process of factor analysis, the table has been drawn for the higher extracted
component values. The higher values than the standard value argued that the findings of factor
analysis have been found significant.
4.5.6 Training assessment
Table 4.54:
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

.887

Approx. Chi-Square

156.118

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

df
Sig.

10
.000

This table shows the results of KMO and Bartlett‟s test that is applied in the present study
to evaluate the validity of the factors used in the study. The purpose of the test was to check the
validity of the single variable which has been estimated by multiple factors. The significance of
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the test authenticates that the factor analysis can be done. The value of the test is more than .70
which means that the value is significant and the factor analysis can be applied.
Table 4.55:
Item

Extracted

26

I have got a rich idea of using formative as well as summative assessment for
gauging students‟ progress.

.617

27

After training, I am able to use creative and thought provoking home
assignment and group assignment.

.580

28

Training provided me with clear picture of my job description as depicted in
National professional standard document.

.755

29

I feel a significant difference in my instructional performance and skills after
getting subject based training.

.654

30

There is a visible difference in my students‟ achievement in post training
scenario.

.755

The table has shown the extracted values of the items which have been included in the
study. The lower values of the items confirm that the variable should be extracted from the
multiple items which confirms the ongoing factor analysis process.

Table 4.56:
Component

Initial Eigenvalues
Total

% of Variance

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative %

1

2.229

44.576

44.576

2

.234

24.673

69.248

3

.820

16.406

85.654

4

.717

14.346

100.000

5

-1.001E-013

-1.028E-013

100.000

Total
2.229

% of Variance

Cumulative %

44.576

The above table shown the variance elucidated by the multiple items for the one variable.
The findings show that the variance explained by the extracted variable is more than the items
included.

44.576
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Table 4.57:
Item

Rotated

26

I have got a rich idea of using formative as well as summative assessment for
gauging students‟ progress.

.871

27

After training, I am able to use creative and thought provoking home
assignment and group assignment.

.924

28

Training provided me with clear picture of my job description as depicted in
National professional standard document.

.861

29

I feel a significant difference in my instructional performance and skills after
getting subject based training.

.873

30

There is a visible difference in my students‟ achievement in post training
scenario.

.851
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After the complete process of factor analysis, the table has been drawn for the higher
extracted component values. The higher values than the standard value argued that the findings
of factor analysis have been found significant.
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Chapter: 5
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSION &
RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

Summary
The research was carried out to check the role of training need, training content, teacher

performance, instructional strategies and training assessment on training effectiveness. The
research study utilized Quantitative approach. The questionnaire was used to collect data from
the individuals after training has been done. For data collection Likert scale based questionnaire
was applied. The collected data was tabulated, evaluated and inferred. Although there are a
number of SSTs present in high and higher secondary schools; they are categorized as SST
(General) and SST (Science); SST (science) are further classified in two categories namely SST
(Mathematics- Physics) and SST (Biology-Chemistry). Training was arranged by PITE with the
support of DEID and ASI for both the science categories i.e. SST (Mathematics- Physics) and
SST (Biology-Chemistry). A total of 710 science teacher from all the 7 divisions and 26 districts
of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) were trained in 2016. Therefore all the 710 science teachers of the
Secondary Schools in all districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa constitute the population of this
research study. The sample of the study was restricted to 248 science teachers as given by
Krejcie and Morgan (1970). These science teachers were selected randomly through simple
random sampling. The primary data was gathered with the help of questionnaire. Questionnaire
was developed for secondary school teachers. The researcher used questionnaire as a tool for
data collection. Questionnaires were administered personally, while email and other sources
were also utilized.
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Education is needed not only in personal capacity, but also in national capacity. On one
hand, it lays the foundation of a stronger nation, at the same time it focuses on individual. It
makes a man complete and signifies its supreme position in society. Education is necessary for
human and social development. The teacher needs to have both the intellectual as well as
professional skills to progress the excellence of education and this improvement can be achieved
through continuous teachers‟ training. Internationally teachers have pre and in-service training
sessions which vary in duration but all institutions knows the value of it. In Pakistan we also
have public and private institutes for teachers training; which offer both types of training.
Training is very much important and all the National Education policies of Pakistan focused on
it. This research was accomplished to find out the real practice in training institute and its impact
on teachers‟ effectiveness in the system.

5.2 Findings


The respondents were asked whether “Science teachers‟ training by PITE was an admirable
event”. The findings of table showed that 127 individuals with 51.2 percent are satisfied
with the trainings while 44 individuals with 17.7 percent are not satisfied with the sessions
of trainings and 43 respondents with 17.3 percent leftover neutral and did not reply to the
item.



The respondents have been asked “All the needed facilities including boarding and lodging,
meal and timing were up to the mark”. The findings showed that 157 individuals with 63.3
percent are satisfied with the availability of the facilities for the training, 57 individuals
with 23 percent are not satisfied with the item and 25 individuals with 10 percent leftover
neutral and did not agree or disagreed to the question.
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The respondents were asked “There was a really conducive environment for andragogical
practice”. The findings showed that 221 individuals with 89.1 percent are satisfied with the
environment while 18 respondents with 7.3 are not satisfied and 9 individuals with 3.6
percent leftover neutral and did not reply to the item. The findings justified that the
majority of the respondents are agreed to the question.



The respondents have been asked “Training venue was fully furnished for the smooth
induction process”. The findings showed that 168 individuals with 67.7 percent are not
satisfied with the venue for the training, 36 individuals with 14.5 percent are satisfied with
the item and 16 individuals with 6.5 percent leftover neutral and did not agree or disagreed
to the question.



The respondents were asked “The facilitators promoted interactive environment in their
sessions”. The findings showed that 210 individuals with 85 percent are satisfied
interactive environment while 7 individuals with 3 are not satisfied and 28 individuals with
11 percent remains neutral and did not reply to the item.



The findings are in terms of values and percentages. The respondents were asked “The time
allotted for the training sessions was adequate”. The findings of table justified that 198
individuals with 80 percent are satisfied with the time factor while 30 individuals with 12
percent are not satisfied and 17 individuals with 7 percent leftover neutral and did not reply
to the item. The findings confirmed that the majority of the respondents are agreed to the
question.



The respondents have been asked “The activities were directly applicable to real class
room”. The findings showed that 203 individuals with 82 percent are satisfied with the
activities of the training, 29 individuals with 12 percent are not satisfied with the item and
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11 individuals with 4 percent leftover neutral and did not agree or disagreed to the
question.


The respondents were asked “This training should be extended to all science teachers”. The
findings showed that 171 individuals with 69 percent are satisfied with the training
extension while 41individuals with 17 are not satisfied and 5 individuals with 2 percent
leftover neutral and did not reply to the item. The findings justified that the majority of the
respondents are agreed to the question.



The respondents have been asked “My capacity to achieve learning outcomes by using low
cost material was further developed”. The findings showed that 197 individuals with 79.4
percent are satisfied with the capacity development, 6 individuals with 2.4 percent are not
satisfied with the item and 42 respondents with 16.9 percent leftover neutral and did not
agree or disagreed to the question.



The respondents were asked “The mannerism and aesthetic component of my teaching
(Professionalism) has improved”. The findings showed that 155 individuals with 63 percent
are satisfied with the professionalism it developed while 20 individuals with 8 are not
satisfied and 13 individuals with 5 percent leftover neutral and did not reply to the item.
The findings argued that the majority of the respondents are agreed to the question.



The individuals have been asked “Training nourished me a lot in selecting blended learning
based instructional strategies that are more active”. The findings showed that 157
individuals with 63.3 percent are satisfied with the strategies selection, 57 individuals with
23 percent are not satisfied with the item and 25 individuals with 10 percent are left over
neutral to the question. The findings argued that the majority of the respondents are agreed
to the question.
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The respondents were asked “I got equipped with bloom‟s taxonomy based holistic
development of the students”. The findings showed that 197 individuals with 79.4 percent
are satisfied with the holistic development concept while 6 individuals with 2.4 are not
satisfied and 42 individuals with 16.9 percent leftover neutral and did not reply to the item.
The findings justified that the majority of the respondents are agreed to the question.



The respondents were asked “After training, I am able to use creative and thought
provoking home assignment and group assignment”. The findings showed that 219
individuals with 88 percent are satisfied regarding assignments development while 9
individuals with 4 percent are not satisfied and 18 individuals with 7 percent leftover
neutral and did not reply to the item. The findings justified that the majority of the
respondents are agreed to the question.



The respondents were asked “I feel a significant difference in my instructional performance
and skills after getting subject based training”. The findings showed that 181 individuals
with 73 percent are satisfied with performance improvement while 36 individuals with 15
are not satisfied and 19 individuals with 8 percent leftover neutral and did not reply to the
item. The findings justified that the majority of the respondents are agreed to the question.



The value of R-square or coefficient of determination was .797 which meant that the
independent variables have 79 percent impacts on the effectiveness OR training need,
content, teacher performance, instructional strategies and training assessment are having 79
percent effects on the training effectiveness.



The rate of correlation coefficient was .810 that suggested that training need, content,
teacher performance, instructional strategies and training assessment and training
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effectiveness are related about 81 percent. The p-value of model summary was .000 which
meant that the selected model was statistically significant.


The objective of the table was to check per unit change in the training effectiveness due to
training need, content, teacher performance, instructional strategies and training
assessment. The finding of beta and t-value suggested that training need is having positive
but significant effect on the training effectiveness. The findings also suggested that teacher
performance, instructional strategies and training assessment are having positive and
significant while training content is having insignificant effect on the training effectiveness.

5.3.1 Discussions
Advantages of blended learning were proclaimed by many studies, like Cheong (2010) is of the
view that Blended learning is effective in professional development while in the words of
Davidson (2011) Integration of classroom learning with online learning can cut down
educational costs and meet students‟ demand for flexibility and convenience; however, problems
of blended learning were also demonstrated; for example according to some experts blended
learning was not proved useful in teachers‟ professional development (Bausmith and Barry,
2011). Some institutions were not ready to accept blended learning (Vaughan, 2007). It was even
seemed as a dangerous conception (Seife, 2000) in that it threatened the integrity of the
traditional pedagogy. As a result, studies given above on trainings through blended learning
model reached various kinds of conclusions, among which both advantages and problems were
revealed.
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The findings of this study justified that the majority of the respondents were agreed that Blended
learning was effective in their professional development, but there were number of issues faced
by them. Based on the finding, the following points are worth mentioning
i.

Teachers were not having any cyclic or periodic training as suggested by National
Education Policy document 2019. Only limited areas were focused in trainings while
policy suggests a range of topics and areas concerning training field.

ii.

There was lack of clear vision and scope of the departments as both PITE and DCTE
were offering pre as well as in-service trainings simultaneously. Their roles were not
clearly defined. This finding was based on the fact that mathematics subject training for
science teachers was done by DCTE and now PITE was offering other science subjects.

iii.

It was reported that the lack of coordination and communication exists between the main
stakeholders that includes PITE, RITEs, DCTE, DEOs‟ offices and Directorate E&SE,
this situation not only hinders the smooth process but also results in resource wastage.

iv.

Linkage with the real life situations, solutions needed by society, market needs and
quality circle was not focused at any stage from need assessment and planning level to
final evaluation stage.

v.

It was reflected from the respondents‟ views that a number of discrepancies were present
in the system. Reference based nomination culture reduced the dream of merit based
human resource development.

vi.

It was found that no proper follow-up and feedback system exists on ground, which
reduces the impact of training to a large extent. The effectiveness cannot be gauged
without proper evaluation process.
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vii.

The questionnaire showed discontent of respondents over the selection of venues,
schedule, training timings as well as spontaneous nomination.

viii.

The open ended responses showed a number of issues, it was observed that the ratio of
trainings and its frequency was low as compared to number of teachers working in the
department.

5.3.2 Discussions on Open ended questions/ Opinion analysis
Problems faced by Science Teachers in implementation in real environment
A. The number of trainings offered to science teachers is enough and their frequency is
good.

a) Teacher Training
Teacher should provide opportunities for learners to practice group work, discussion,
communication, collaboration, critical thinking, problem solving and creativity; these skills can
be achieved by applying blended learning which can be used to enhance the instructional
performance of teacher as well as the academic achievement of the child.
The concept of program is categorized under different titles as course, unit, training and
education program. Education program consists of several elements; these elements include
topics list, content, tasks, material, arrangement, objective behaviour, planning etc as stated by
Demirel (2007). Human resource development through training program is regarded as an
investment by the organization to develop human capital. An effective training enhances the
knowledge, skills, behavior and attitude of individual and hence promotes their performance
(Alipour et al 2009, Chen 2013, Divyaranjani & Rajasekar 2014).
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Training is the master key to open the doors of potential growth and development
opportunities and to achieve competitive edge. Human Resource is regarded as backbone of
every organization and training acts as motivational factor to enhance the potential and
proficiency of the learner on their jobs, hence producing individual competency as well as
organizational competency.
The responses of the teachers reveal the frequency of trainings is low.
B. Are the teachers well aware of the present day technology and can they use it in their
classrooms effectively?

b) Updated technology
The shape of the traditional classroom has changed as many electronic gadgets have
come into play in modern education system. Keeping pace with changing needs of the society,
teachers should be equipped with the modern techniques and tools to prepare his students for
future needs. A teacher training is a must to bring teacher at par with the latest changes taking
place due to technology and research revolutions. Continuous advancement and research in
science and technology has lead to greater application of science in contemporary education
system.
A number of skills including critical thinking, spirit of inquiry, collaboration, creativity,
communication, objectivity, exploring, problems solving and decision making skills forms the
basis of science education. Science education also promotes values such as open mindedness,
honesty, tolerance, self reliance, free inquiry, objectivity and truth in individuals. Science not
only produces positive knowledge but also promotes scientific temper as stated by Singh (1990).
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The responses of the teachers reveal that teachers are not too friendly with modern
gadgets.
C. What type of classroom based problems do you face in the implementation of science
training ideas in real classroom environment?

c) Over Crowdedness
Every student needs special care and attention of the teacher. The role of teacher as
facilitator in modern teaching-learning process is very exclusive. Students need teacher‟s
guidance in critical thinking, communication, collaboration and problem solving but in
overcrowded classroom it does not seem possible as the questionnaire reflects that teachers are
not happy with the classroom size and ratio of the class as practical activities need space for
smooth group work.
Over crowded classroom is a major hindrance in effectiveness of teachers.
D. What type of managerial problems do you face during the implementation of science
training ideas in real classroom environment?

d) Principal Interest
Continuous advancement and research in science and technology has lead to greater application
of science in contemporary education system. The role of teachers as well as principal has also
modified due to new needs and requirements. Both the stakeholders have to play their function in
the attainment of their students.
The questionnaire‟ readings show that there are some administrative conflicts among the
teachers and administration which hinder the process.
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E. What type of physical problems do you face during the implementation of science
training ideas in real classroom environment?

e) Lab Facilities
Due to rapid growth of modern electronic gadgets, the traditional educational setup has
been changed many folds. The scenario is changing as new theories, methodologies, techniques
and activities are becoming the part of education.
There are a number of challenges for a professional teacher in this day-to-day changing
environment. The need of the students, society and world are changing due to Global Impact.
These rapid changes demand for sharp changes in curriculum, teaching methodology, strategies,
skills and techniques. Equipped laboratories are needed to connect the students with the use of
new gadgets and instruments.
The respondents were of the view that a large number of objects, equipments and
chemicals are outdated.

5.4 Conclusions
Based on findings and discussion, the following points are concluded


H01 which stated that there is no positive perception of trained teachers about science
teachers‟ training program offered by PITE, is rejected on the basis of findings and
discussion and H11 is accepted which stated that there is positive perception of trained
teachers about science teachers‟ training program offered by PITE.



H02 which stated that there is no eloquent effectiveness of Science teachers‟ training
program on the instructional performance of teachers is rejected on the basis of findings
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and discussion and therefore H12 is accepted stating that there is eloquent effectiveness of
Science teachers‟ training program on the instructional performance of teachers.


While responding to open ended questions, the teachers reported a number of factors which
influenced the positive effects of blended learning. These factors included computer use,
efficiency of online tools, familiarity with technologies and teachers‟ satisfaction with
blended mode. The teachers also presented a number of other hurdles, including physical
problems, managerial problems, overcrowded classrooms and less awareness of the modern
gadgets; therefore H03 is also rejected.

5.5 Recommendations
On the foundations of findings, the researcher suggests the subsequent steps to be taken for the
improvement in efficiency and effectiveness of teachers.
i.

Although National Education Policy 2009 was developed unanimously but there exists no
implementation framework at federal or provincial level, this reduces the implementation
of periodic training idea and coverage of numerous topics to low. It is recommended that
action plan and implementation framework must be developed for implementation at
provincial level. Every teacher must go through one compulsory refresher course in three
years period.

ii.

The scope of the institutions must be clearly defined by the department as conflicts
wastes resources. PITE and DCTE must bridge the gap between their approaches and
training programs.

iii.

Lack of coordination can be reduced to a large extent by making annual plans and annual
calendars of trainings schedules, making it public through their official websites and
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media in advance, so that all the stakeholders make in time arrangements without any
hassle and conflict. Training timings and venues must be properly selected as per
andragogical needs. Appropriate funds must be allocated to trainings for more frequent
and regular services throughout the year.
iv.

To cope with the low frequency of the trainings, it is recommended that modern trends
and technology must be used. At school level, study circles should be made and relevant
literature should be provided. At cluster level, groups of subject teachers should meet on
monthly basis to discuss hard areas. At departmental level, blended learning
methodologies should be promoted. Training institutes should be fully equipped with
modern gadgets. E-learning, video conferencing, online learning must be promoted at
departmental level. At provincial level, online learning portal must be developed where
teachers can make an online account and enroll to share their experiences and problems.
Software and smart phone applications must be made for teachers in user friendly
manner.

v.

Teachers should be provided with smart phones and modern electronic gadgets. Schools
must be equipped with smart boards and internet facilities with online libraries access.
Teachers‟ promotion must be linked with online tests in the respective subjects. Subject
based research activities must also be the part of teachers‟ assignments.

vi.

Trainings must be need based, guided by the SLOs from curriculum and everyday life
based issues related to science education after a thorough research study.

vii.

To reduce the discrepancies in nominations EMIS software data must be used. Head of
the institute must be directed to nominate suitable candidate.
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viii.

A special check unit is recommended for follow-up activities and to check the impact of
trainings on grounds. Standardized checklists with defined parameters must be developed
for clear observations. On the basis of checklist report, proper feedback mechanism for
the implementation is recommended through this unit too.

ix.

Classroom strength in science classes must match to the international standards to get
maximum output and efficiency.

x.

The evaluation is the most important task which can be used for both external and
internal purposes for an institution and this evaluation s must be taken with the help of
experts so that it may be helpful in revising the school policies and also helpful in
handling the data of holistic development.

xi.

The outcome of evaluation process can be used by the policy makers for improving the
inflation level and must also be communicated among the other stakeholders.

xii.

The training success is mostly related to the evaluation of training and this can be done
only when the model of training has been undertaken and the activities involved in the
training.

xiii.

The evaluation is the process which can be used for the better utilization of information
but it is essential that the management must appraise the needs of training among the
teachers so that they can polish their skills and use them for the better performance.

xiv.

Blended learning must utilizes the technologies efficiently, fosters independent habits for
learning, encourages learning and work; these points are also suggested by Sethy (2008)
in his proposals for instructors and administrators while designing a Blended learning
system to ensure performance and control costs.
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5.6 Future Directions
a) The prevailing study was conducted to check the effectiveness of training among science
teachers, so in future the study can also be conducted on other teachers as well.

b) The sample of the study was limited by random sampling, so in future mixed
methodology can also be used in the study, to evaluate the problem in deeper sense by
taking interview.

c) The study can also be conducted by taking the role of training effectiveness in relation
with their performance or academic achievement.
d) A future study can be conducted by taking district wise comparison for adopting Blended
learning.
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Table for determining Sample size for a given Population
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Appendix – B
Questionnaire for the trained Science teachers of Higher Secondary Schools in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa

This questionnaire is about

Exploring the Effectiveness of Science Training Program by
Provincial Institute of Teachers Education on the Performance of
Science Teachers at Secondary School Level of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
By Shakeel Ahmad
PhD Scholar

General Information
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name of the Teacher …………………………………………….
Designation: SST (Bio-Chemistry / Physics-Maths) group……….
Name of the school ………………………………………………..
Qualifications ……………………………………………………..
Total experience as (in years)………………………………………
Date ………………………………………………………………..

Directions:
Please choose one from the following responses which reflects your opinion.

Key

Strongly Agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

SA

A

UD

D

SD
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The perceptions of trained teachers about the Science teachers’ training program
S. No

The perceptions of trained teachers

Teacher’s Training Effectiveness
1

Science teachers‟ training by PITE was a well-regarded event.

2

All the needed facilities including boarding and lodging, meal and timing
were up to the mark.

3

There was a really conducive environment for andragogical practice.

4

Training venue was fully furnished for the smooth induction process.

5

There was an effective and appropriate sequence in steps, events and
activities with robust time frame.

Need of Training
6

The clearly defined objectives were shared with the trainees earlier.

7

The facilitators promoted interactive environment in their sessions.

8

The material shared by the facilitators was organized and easily
understandable.

9

Duration of the sessions was appropriate as needed.

10

Training was based on practical approach and job needs were addressed.

SA

A

UD

D

SD
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To discover the effectiveness of Science training on the instructional performance of
teachers
Training Content
11

The facilitators had up to the mark knowledge and skills.

12

The activities were directly applicable to real class room needs.

13

The training provided us with some new knowledge and novel skills.

14

The exercises were related to the job description of the science teachers.

15

This training should be extended to all science teachers.

Teacher’s performance
16

My lesson planning and development skills were polished in this training
program.

17

My class room management skill for providing collaborative environment
to students was improved.

18

My capacity to achieve learning outcomes by using low cost material was
further developed.

19

After training, I am in better position to promote independent and critical
thinking among my students.

20

As a teacher, my communications with the students became more refined
due to training.
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Instructional strategies
21

The mannerism and aesthetic component of my teaching (Professionalism)
has improved.

22

Training nourished me a lot in selecting Blended learning based
instructional strategies that are more productive.

23

Proving of students‟ learning level through questions and queries was
furnished in these training sessions.

24

In training, I understood the diversity among the students through the
dimension of multiple intelligences theory.

25

I got equipped with bloom‟s taxonomy based holistic development of the
students.

Training Assessment
26

I have got a rich idea of using formative as well as summative assessment
for gauging students‟ progress.

27

After training, I am able to use creative and thought provoking home
assignment and group assignment.

28

Training provided me with clear picture of my job description as depicted
in National professional standard document.

29

I feel a significant difference in my instructional performance and skills
after getting subject based training.

30

There is a visible difference in my students‟ achievement in post training
scenario.
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Problems faced by Science Teachers in implementation in real environment
1. The number of trainings offered to science teachers is enough and their frequency is good.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
2. Are the teachers well aware of the present day technology and can they use it in their
classrooms effectively?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3. What type of classroom based problems do you face in the implementation of science
training ideas in real classroom environment?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
4. What type of managerial problems do you face during the implementation of science training
ideas in real classroom environment?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
5. What type of physical problems do you face during the implementation of science training
ideas in real classroom environment?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PRECIOUS TIME
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Appendix C- Overall Reliability
Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items

.909

30

Item- wise Reliability
Item
No

Scale Mean if
Item Deleted

Scale Variance if Corrected ItemItem Deleted
Total Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

1.

110.6500

237.292

-.073

.911

2.

111.7500

237.882

-.079

.916

3.

111.6500

212.555

.675

.902

4.

111.5000

208.684

.800

.899

5.

111.1500

222.871

.572

.905

6.

110.3500

225.713

.787

.905

7.

110.5500

220.366

.686

.903

8.

111.2500

211.882

.819

.900

9.

111.7000

213.800

.525

.905

10.

110.8000

222.589

.683

.904

11.

111.9500

205.629

.704

.901

12.

110.8000

225.221

.546

.905

13.

112.4000

232.568

.046

.916

14.

111.1500

214.029

.778

.901

15.

110.7500

228.934

.346

.908

16.

111.1000

223.253

.583

.905

17.

111.2500

219.461

.743

.903

18.

111.0500

210.682

.734

.901

19.

111.2000

216.274

.674

.903

20.

111.4000

209.305

.873

.899
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21.

111.5500

240.366

-.166

.916

22.

111.2500

229.461

.283

.908

23.

110.9500

227.839

.273

.909

24.

111.1000

211.042

.864

.899

25.

111.1000

227.884

.301

.908

26.

111.3500

232.345

.106

.912

27.

111.1000

216.200

.718

.902

28.

112.0000

222.737

.299

.910

29.

111.7500

217.776

.494

.906

30.

111.3500

223.608

.411

.907

SPSS Cronbach's Alpha test score Acceptable range=0.70
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